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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. General 
Conventional stereocompilation, whether performed by human operators 
or automated plotters, is based on parallax-measurements of corresponding 
images on two photographs. All automated plotters (1976) use electronic 
correlation techniques for parallax measurements, based on digital con­
version of optical densities to electrical signals and work serially 
in the time-domain. 
With the advent of the laser in 1960, coherent optics and holography 
entered the picture. Today, research workers in coherent optics in mapping 
can be subdivided into two major groups. 
One group uses holography as a coherent image forming process. Seve­
ral investigators (1,2,3,4,5) describe the mensuration and mapping applica­
tions of a holographic stereomodel which is constructed from a pair of 
stereotransparencies. Since the holographic stereomodel merely replaces 
a normal imaging technique, no immediate practical advantages are evident, 
and it is doubtful that approaches based solely on this aspect will be pro­
ductive in the future. 
Other research efforts are addressed to automated stereocompilation 
using coherent optical correlation techniques. Here the Fourier transform 
properties of lenses and/or the properties of holograms as optical com­
ponents are used. Image-image correlation (6,7,8,9), image-matched filter 
correlation (7,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17), and other approaches (8,9,18) 
have been proposed. Optical computing, as it is often called, has the 
basic advantage of simultaneous two-dimensional data processing from two-
dimensional transparency inputs, as compared with one-dimensional proc­
essing by electronic or digital techniques in productive use, working 
serially in the time-domain. 
1.2. Specific Problem Application 
Image-matched filter correlation techniques applied to vertical frame 
photography are further developed in this dissertation. The problems asso­
ciated with the commonly used absorption inputs are low correlation-signal 
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intensities due to the excessive light absorbing nature of the input and 
low signal-to-noise ratios. Furthermore, without considerable pre-proc­
essing of the absorption inputs a positive correlation peak detection is 
not always readily achievable. Therefore, extensive input pre-processing 
such as high-band pass filtering and/or overall contrast balancing is 
necessary. A new analysis of nonlinear pre-processing of absorption 
transparencies to yield complex exponentiated inputs is reported herein. 
For the optical analog system this is equivalent to phasing the inputs by 
a bleaching process. Highly improved correlation-signals are anticipated. 
The digital implementation of complex exponentiation represents the mathe­
matical mapping of an originally real-valued function into a complex-
valued function by applying an analytically defined mapping function. 
Results reported herein strongly recommend the use of this technique for 
digital correlation operations as encountered in stereophotogrammetry and 
remote sensing data processing. 
Up to now automated stereoplotters have detected, measured, and proc­
essed correlation-signals by digital methods. In this study an analog 
method and apparatus is introduced which is capable of performing photo-
grammetric data extraction by purely analog means (19). Orthophotos, 
stereomates, and contour maps are readily obtained. The method is open-
loop, meaning operational failures of the system will not occur because 
of areas of poor correlation. It employs parallel coherent optical data 
processing, which is virtually the equivalent of processing thousands of 
points simultaneously. Tremendous savings over other techniques are now 
possible. 
The interdisciplinary character of this topic dictates the insertion 
of two background chapters on photogrammetry and coherent optics, respec­
tively, which are directly related to the research performed. Further, 
Appendix A covers the basic concepts of Fourier transform theory. 
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2. PHOTOGRAMMETRY BACKGROUND 
2.1. Introduction 
Photogrammetry is the science of deriving reliable geometric param­
eters from measuring data recorded on photographs. The camera station 
may be in space (aerial and satellite-photogrammetry), or on the ground 
(terrestrial and close-range photogrammetry). The object may be any type 
of physical or biological structure, and the imagery obtained by pano­
ramic, continuous strip, and frame cameras, or by scanning imagery. 
I'Jhile an ideal photograph or image may be considered as the central 
perspective projection of a three-dimensional object onto a two-dimen­
sional recording medium, the actual imagery suffers from several system­
atic effects. These include atmospheric refraction, earth's curvature, 
lens distortions, and deformations of image positions prior, during, and 
after film processing. Systematic effects can be modeled mathematically 
and completely compensated for by numerical photogrammetric methods. 
Analog photogrammetric data extraction methods do not accommodate all of 
the effects mentioned. However, it can be assumed that any remaining 
image deformations do not jeopardize the usage of relationships derived 
from an ideal central perspective projection which uses the basic prin­
ciple of ccllinaarity of object point, camera lens rear nodal point» and 
image point. 
The widest application of photogrammetry has been in topographic 
mapping using aerial frame photography. Topographic mapping terminology 
will be adhered to throughout, it being understood that the techniques 
investigated are not. limited to that activity. 
2.2. Geometry of a Single Photograph 
Figure 2.1. shows the negative and positive positions of a single 
photograph taken at camera station C. The photo coordinate system of the 
positive position has the same sense of orientation as the object coordi­
nate system and will be used hereafter exclusively. The quantities shown 
in figure 2.1. are defined as follows; 
X,Y,Z = Right-handed object coordinate system 
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x,y,z = Right-handed photo coordinate system with the origin at the 
fiducial center, and its x-axis oriented in the direction of 
flight 
= Object coordinates of camera station C, i.e., the coordinates 
of the rear nodal point of the lens of the aerial camera 
X ,y ,0 = Photo coordinates of the principal point P, which is defined 
? P 
as the foot of the normal from C to the x,y plane 
c = Calibrated focal length of the aerial camera, i.e., the dis­
tance from P to C 
The photo coordinates Xp,y^,c of the center of projection, C, are re­
ferred to as the interior orientation elements. They are needed to pro­
duce a perfect perspective view in an ideal camera system. 
The exterior orientation elements consist of the camera location 
negative position 
positive position 
Figure 2.1. Geometry of a single photograph 
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Xç,Yç,Zç and the right-handed camera orientation angles whose 
definitions are commonly considered in the following way. The photo 
coordinate system is initially parallel to the object coordinate system. 
Then the three independent rotations are applied to the photo coordinate 
system in the following sequence to place the system into its final posi­
tion. to is considered to be the primary rotation about the x-axis, is 
the secondary rotation about the once rotated y-axis, and < is the third 
rotation (in the plane of the photograph) about the twice rotated z-axis, 
which is now identical with the lens axis. The exterior orientation pa­
rameters determine the coordinate relationships between the photo and 
object coordinate systems (20,21): 
X - x 
y - y. 
-c 
= q M 
X -  X, 
Y - Y, 
Z - Z, 
( 2 . 1 )  
where 
q = Scalar multiplier 
M = , a 3x3 orthogonal rotation matrix of elements m^_. ij 
1 J. cos (J) COS tc 
^2 
= cos w sin K + sin w sin 4» cos < 
"13 
= 
sin w sin K - cos 03 sin 4) COS K 
®21 
= 
-cos 4) sin K  
™22 
= cos w cos K  - sin w sin 4) sin K 
™23 
= sin ÙJ cos K  + cos w sin 4> sin < 
^1 
*32 
sin 
-sin U) cos 4) 
*33 
= cos w cos 4» 
Equations developed from (2 .1) are referred to 
because they are based cn the fact that vectors Cs and CS, shown in figure 
2.1., are collinear. As M is an orthogonal matrix, its inverse equals 
its transpose, i.e.. 
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and (2.1), solved for the object coordinates, becomes 
X - X 
Y-
Z - Z, 
I 
q M 
X - X 
y - y. 
- c 
(2 .2)  
The interior orientation elements are commonly determined by camera 
calibration procedures. The exterior orientation can be determined by 
measuring the photo coordinates of at least three object points having 
known coordinates (so-called control points) and using the collinearity 
equations. 
For the case of vertical photography, M becomes the identity matrix 
if the X-axis is assumed to be parallel with the %-axis, thus yielding 
X - X 
y - y. 
- c 
X - X( 
Y- Yc 
z - z. 
or, explicitly. 
X - X = c (X -  Xg)/(Zg - Z) 
y - y = c (Y - Yc)/(Zç - z) 
(2.3) 
From (2.3) it is seen that the photo coordinates of an object point X,Y 
depend also on its elevation Z. The radial displacement of a point of 
elevation Z, as compared to its image position if it were located in the 
datum plane Z = 0, is referred to as relief displacement, d^, and com­
puted as 
Z 
Z, [(X - Xp)2 + (y - yp)^] (2.4) 
Figure 2.2. shows the effect of relief displacement and perspective 
viewing upon contours of a right circular cone for a vertical photograph. 
The perspective contours are circles of scales 
S = c/(Z^ - Z) (2.5) 
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Figure 2.2. Relief displacement on circular conical contours in 
a vertical photograph 
orthographie 
contour 
perspective 
Figure 2.3. Perspective (photo) contours of figure 2.2. and the 
corresponding superposed orthographie (map) contours 
reduced to the scale cf the lowest perspective contour 
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with radially displaced centers according to (2.4). Figure 2.3. shows 
the relationship between perspective and orthographic contours using the 
model contours of figure 2.2. The orthographic contours, concentric 
circles of constant scale, were reduced to the scale of the lowest per­
spective contour shown and superposed. 
In nonvertical photography, the existence of tilts u,* add ad­
ditional displacements to the relief displaced photo points. Recti­
fication is an operation for obtaining an equivalent vertical photograph 
from a tilted one by using projective relationships between these two 
planes. Four control points are sufficient to relate these planes to 
each other. Simple analog and numerical methods for doing this exist (21) 
2.3. Overlapping Photographs 
One single photograph is of rather limited use, because it is not 
sufficient for the recovery of the shape and size of the original three-
dimensional object. This follows directly from the collinearity equations 
where the number of unknowns exceeds the number of photo measurements for 
an arbitrary object point (the orientation elements are considered to be 
known), as well as from the well-known analog phenomenon that one two-
dimensional perspective recording cannot be used to uniquely recover the 
three-dimensional object. However» two nonidentical overlapping photo­
graphs, referred to as a stereo-pair, can be utilized to recover the size 
and shape of object portions recorded by the stereo-pair. 
In figure 2.4., at two camera stations and Cg, separated by the 
base vector C^Cg, two photos are taken. The object S inside the zone of 
overlap is recorded in photo positions and s^. It is seen that the 
pair of rays CLs^, i=l,2 and the base vector are coplanar for any object 
S photographed. This is expressed by the coplanarity condition 
C]s X ^  = 0 (2.6) 
where the vectors are the right-hand sides of (2.2). In small prob­
lems, (2.6) is used to compute the relative orientation of the stereo-
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Figure 2.4. Stereomodel and epipolar plane 
model, i.e., the relative perspective bundle relationship. Larger model-
blocks usually resort to the collinearity equations (2.1) and (2.2). 
The determination of the proper scale, location, and orientation of 
the relative bundles in the object coordinate system is referred to as the 
absolute orientation. It is a seven parameter coordinate transformation 
requiring a minimum of two horizontal and three vertical control points. 
Data extraction from the established stereomodel can be implemented 
instrumentally as well as numerically. 
For the case of no tilts and a horizontal base, the stereomodel is 
referred to as a vertical stereomodel. This case is shown in figure 2.5., 
where the definition of the X, Y, Z system may be seen. It can be shown 
that the following relations held: 
X = B / p^ 
Y = B y^ / (2.7) 
Z = Zg - B c / 
where 
p^ = - %2 , the x-parallax 
B = Horizontal stereobase 
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Figure 2.5. Geometry of a vertical stereomodel 
and = y for all points. 
2.4. Topographic Mapping using Stereoplotters 
Several types of stereoplotters exist: (21). For the purpose of 
explaining the principle involved a plotter is assumed which projects 
two image bundles directly through a pair of lenses and filters thus 
enabling photo-separation and three-dimensional perception through dif­
ferent color codings. 
First the interior orientation is re-established by placing the 
photographs properly in two projectors which must be similar to the 
original camera. This ensures identical angular relationships in the 
emanating bundles of rays with respect to the bundles of rays which 
entered the camera lens. 
The second step involves the stereomodel formation, at a desired 
model-scale, by applying the procedures of relative and absolute orienta­
tion (21,22). This will enforce the coplanarity condition which states 
that each pair of rays C^.s^ , i=l,2 must intersect in one point. Thus, 
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equipolar planes defined by the base vector, , and the object vectors, 
cT^, i=l,2 will be re-established which guarantee the restitution of the 
original relative perspective bundle relationship. Instrumentally this 
is implemented by eliminating the y-parallax, defined as the minimum 
vector between the two rays, projected into a plane normal to the model-
base vector-
In the properly restituted model all projected rays will intercept 
at a platen height corresponding to their elevation in the model-scale. 
Data extraction is implemented by the use of a floating dot. This is 
(for the type of projector described here) a small hole in the platen 
illuminated from underneath. When perceived through colored glasses this 
dot appears to float up and down in the model space when the platen 
height is varied. Kept at a constant platen height and moved horizontally 
such that contact with the percepted model-surface is maintained, the dot 
traces a contour line. Adding a drawing element to the platen will result 
in tracings of orthographic (map) contours at the model scale. Keeping 
the dot in contact with the model-surface while drawing results in the 
orthographically projected outline of other features as well as contours. 
Topographic mapping is thus accomplished from a stereopair of aerial 
photographs. 
Stereoplotters are operated by human operators who perform the ele­
vation determination by three-dimensional perception. Automatic plotters 
performing parallax and thus elevation determination through electronic 
correlation techniques will be discussed in section 2.6. 
2.5. Orthophotography 
The basic principle of the orthophoto technique, also referred tc as 
"differential rectification", was successfully introduced by Bean (23). 
Although several procedures and instrument types exist for its implemen­
tation, it is most effectively explained using a stereoplotter as de­
scribed in section 2.4. 
Assume the stereomodel has been relatively and absolutely oriented 
with respect to the model coordinate system X ,Y ,Z as shown in figure 
m m m 
2.6. A table parallel to the X ,Y plane and movable in the Z -direc-
m m m 
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Oriented projected stereomodel 
in positive position 
Table 
Figure 2.6. Principle of the orthophoto technique 
tion carries photographic film covered with an opaque mask with the ex­
ception of a rectangular slit aperture. The slit can travel along one 
axis, say, along a line parallel to the Y^-axis. After the slit reaches 
the edge of the stereomodel, it is shifted precisely by its length in 
the X -direction, and resumes (now opposite) movement in the Y -direction, 
m ni 
This is repeated until the entire stereomodel has been covered. A human 
operator continuously adjusts the table height to the height of the model 
surface intercepted by the slit. With a photographic film sensitive to 
blue light only, contiguous portions of the stereophoto which are projec­
ted through the blue filter are recorded simultaneously with the slit 
motion. Each recording is made at the actual model height and in a hori­
zontal plane, and therefore represents an orthographic recording at a con­
stant scale. The new photograph, referred to as orthophoto, consists of 
contiguous photo elements each being in its correct planimetric position. 
In practical operation, the slit size must be related to the terrain 
roughness in order to meet map accuracy standards. Project planning param­
eters such as focal length, photo scale, and general flight data as well 
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as the instrumentation will affect the eventual accuracy of the final 
product (24). Several methods to derive high quality orthophotos, to 
obtain simultaneously map contours, and to deduce an orthophoto map , 
exist (25,26). Physically reconstructed models (23,25,26), or analytical 
models using automatic stereocompilers (21,27,28) may be used. 
While the conventional map is a symbolic representation of selected 
terrain features, the orthophoto map retains all information of the 
original photograph and represents it in metric quality. It leaves spe­
cific subject-oriented identification, interpretation, and selection to 
the user. Due to this multi-purpose usability, lower costs, and shorter 
map production cycles orthophoto mapping recently produced a revolution 
in cartography (29). 
In 1968 Collins (30) introduced the concept of stereo-orthophotos, 
i.e., a stereopair consisting of an orthophoto and its "stereomate". 
The stereomate is recorded by shifting the table shown in figure 2.6. by 
an artificial parallax, p^, in the X^-direction prior to exposure. The 
artificial parallax is a function of the elevation, h, of the model height 
with respect to an initially chosen reference plane, R. The function can 
be of the linear type 
p = h tan Q. 
a 
where 
^ = Oblique parallel projection angle as shown in figure 2.7. 
Collins (31) showed that the most naturally looking artificial parallax 
is computed from the logarithmic function 
Pa • «' -1&- ) (2-8) 
where 
B' = Model stereobase 
H = Projector height above the reference plane 
Instruments were developed to produce stereomates (27,32). When viewing 
the orthophoto and its stereomate stereoscopically, a stereomodel is seen 
that is easy to view due to complete lack of any y-parallax. As this 
stereomodel displays correct map positions it facilitates manual data 
extraction using simple instruments. 
/ / / 
z 
m 
reference plane R 
model surface 
X 
Y = constant 
m 
m 
Figure 2 . 1 .  Geometry of orthophoto points 0. and corresponding points 
of the stereomate for a linear artificial parallax 
2.6. Automatic Stereocompilation 
The essential feature common to all automatic stereocompilers in 
use today is the electronic measurement of the parallax along epipolar 
lines, hereafter referred to as x-parallax. 
In corresponding small areas of the transparencies of a stereopair 
the optical transmissions. T(x_,y^), i=l,2 are converted to a time 
sequence of electrical signals, f^(t), i=l,2. This is implemented by 
utilizing a cathode-ray tube (CRT) as a flying spot scanner. The photo 
element displacements due to the x-parallax will cause a time delay 
between these time sequences f^(t), assuming the scanning operation is 
synchronous on both transparencies. An electronic correlator circuit 
is used to find the specific delay time. At, for which the two time 
sequences show maximum similarity, i.e., their correlation 
is a maximum. The integration limits, T, are directly related to the 
x,y extent of the correlation area. The x-parallax is computed as the 
product of At and the scanner velocity. 
T 
-T 
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Using the stereomat (21) as an example, the principle of instrumental 
implementation can be effectively explained. In the stereoplotters of 
section 2.4. the platen is replaced by a cathode ray tube (CRT) scanner 
which is movable in the space of the projected stereomodel. If the 
scanner position coincides with the virtual model-surface, the two pro-
j acted stereophoto areas will show maximum similarity, and the delay 
time will be zero. A nonzero delay time will initiate electrical signals 
which in turn drive servo-motors that will adjust the scanner position 
until maximum correlation is sensed, i.e., until the scanner position 
coincides with the virtual model-surface. Orthophotos can be readily 
deduced by slaving a small display tube to the position of the scanner, 
and photographing all displayed small orthographic photo elements. A 
transverse scanning mode as shown in figure 2.6. will be used to cover 
the entire stereomodel. Locking the vertical motion of the scanner at 
a fixed elevation, the Stereomat has the facility for traversing a con­
tour. 
Other schemes exist for automatic contour-mapping, the most effi­
cient one being the "line-dropping" technique. Every time a contour line 
is crossed in the transverse scanning mode, the marking is changed. 
Markings can be lines of different thicknesses, or areas of different gray 
levels. Contours can later be manually drawn by outlining changes of the 
marking symbols (21). 
Automated stereocompilers are about ten times faster than a human 
operator. However, the intervention of an operator is needed in case of 
loss of correlation. This might happen in steep as well as in featureless 
flat terrain because similar images are compared rather than recognized. 
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3. COHERENT OPTICS BACKGROUND 
3.1. Representation of a Traveling Wave 
The representation of a uniform plane wave traveling in a lossless 
medium is given by 
U(P) cos ^(|)(P) - wtj (3.1) 
or, in complex number notation (where j = (-l)'^ ) by 
Re U(P) (3.2) 
where 
U(P) = Amplitude at position P of coordinates x,y,z 
p(P) = Phase at position P 
w = Temporal angular frequency 
t = Time 
and the "Re" is short hand notation for "Real part of", the real and 
imaginary parts being defined by Euler's identity 
e~"^^ = cos A ± j sin A (3.3) 
In Cartesian coordinates, the phase becomes 
(j)(P) = T" r" = k( + B^y + ) 
where "r" = Position vector to point P having components x,y,z 
k = Propagation vector having the components k6^, kg^, kg^ 
k = Propagation constant 2%/X, where X is the wavelength 
= Direction cosines between IT and the Cartesian axes 
This wave travels in positive coordinate directions for positive 
components. 
3.2. Scalar Diffraction Theory 
Diffraction is defined as, "any deviation of light rays from recti­
linear paths which cannot be interpreted as reflection or refraction." 
Diffraction is of utmost importance for coherent optical systems because 
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they are based on wave interaction and diffraction phenomena. 
The first step towards a theoretical solution for these wave pheno-
\jas taken by Christian Huygens in 1678. He stated that each point 
on a primary wavefront can be considered to be the source of new (secon­
dary) spherical wavelets whose envelope forms a new (secondary) wave-
front. 3y the end of the nineteenth century, the combined efforts and 
works of Fresnel, Kirchhoff, Helmholtz, and Sommerfeld resulted in a 
firmer mathematical foundation of Huygens' ideas. However, major simpli­
fications and approximations had to be made, the most important one being 
the treatment of light as a scalar phenomenon. This means only the 
scalar amplitude of one transverse component of either the electric field 
or the magnetic field is considered, ignoring their actual coupling as 
described by Maxwell's equations. Nevertheless scalar diffraction theory 
has been shown to yield very accurate results, if the following conditions 
are satisfied ; 
- the diffracting aperture is large compared to the wavelength of 
light, and 
- the diffracted fields are not observed too close to the aperture, 
A monochromatic light disturbance is uniquely defined by the time-inde­
pendent complex amplitude 
which is a scalar function. 
Sommerfeld arrived at the following expression for the scalar field 
U(P) = U(P) (3.4) 
U(F,) ac point , as caused by a scalar field ^(P^) across the aperture 
area a shown in figure 3.1. (6) 
where 
a = Aperture area of dimensions » A 
= Vector from point P^ to point P^ of magnitude r^^ » A 
n = Outward normal unit vector with respect to the aperture 
U(P ) = Scalar field across o which is zero outside a 
(3.5) 
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Sommerfeld's formula (3.5) represents Huygens' principle in a mathematical 
expression which holds for any general aperture illumination. 
Figure 3.1. Diffraction geometry of an opaque screen with aperture o 
The general diffraction formula (3.5) is commonly modified into 
approximations to the general theory, referred to as Fresnel diffraction 
and Fraunhofer diffraction. Assume for the discussion of the approxima­
tions the diffraction geometry shown in figure 3.2. where the separa­
tion z of the two planes is taken along the axis of the system, all x-axes 
are collinear, and the light travels in the positive z-direction. Assuming 
that the maximum extent of the apertures is small compared with their 
separation z, i.e., max(xQ,yQ,x^,y^) « z, the approximations cos(Û, r^^j^1 
and jAr^^ = jXz can be used in equation (3.5). 
3.3.1. Fresnel diffraction 
Approximating r^^ by the truncated binomial series 
Incident 
wave 
P 
3.3. Fresnel and Fraunhofer Diffraction 
r, 01 
(x^ - XQ)^ + (y^ - yo)2 
2 T ' (3,6) 
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observation 
^ ~ ^  region 
Figure 3.2. Diffraction geometry for Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction 
called the paraxial approximation results in the Fresnel diffraction 
expression 
(3.7) 
where the surface integration element ds was substituted by dx^dy^, and 
the U(P^), i=0,l explicitly expressed as functions of x^,y^, i=0,l. 
The paraxial approximation (3.5) replaces Huygens' spherical wavelets 
by quadratic (parabolic) surfaces for mathematical convenience. 
Fresnel diffraction holds, if the neglected higher order terms of the 
bincnial series do not cause significant phase changes. Typical limits 
are taken to be less than one radian. Expanding the exponent in (3.7) 
yields the equivalent expression 
If (3.8) 
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where the finite limits a could be substituted by infinity because the 
function XJCx^jy^) = 0 outside the aperture area a, and k=2-iï/À. 
Comparing the double integral in (3.8) with the definition (A.8) of the 
Fourier transform as stated in Appendix A, Fresnel diffraction may be 
equivalently written as 
where the spatial frequencies are taken as f^=x^/Xz and f^=y^/Xz. 
3.3.2. Fraunhofer diffraction 
If the Fraunhofer assumption 
is introduced to (3.9), the quadratic phase factor present in the 
Fourier transform will become approximately unity over the entire aperture, 
and in the region defined by (3.10) the observed field distribution will 
be given by 
jkz ^ (x.^+y,^) 
:.(=l'yi) = IIT ^ ^ "(Xo'Tb) ^ (3.11) 
This expression is the Fourier transform of the aperture distribution, 
modified by complex multipliers. 
Condition (3.10) gives for optical frequencies observation distances 
of one kilometer and larger for centimeter dimensioned apertures. It is 
fortunate, however, that the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern can be observed 
at distances smaller than one meter, provided the illuminating wave is 
converging towards the observation plane, or if a converging lens is 
appropriately inserted between the aperture and the observation plane. 
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3.4. Transfer Properties of a Thin Spherical Lens 
In terras of the geometry shown in figure 3.3., the focal length, 
of a thin spherical lens of thickness at the optical axis is defined 
as 
J = (n - 1) (1/R^ + l/Rg) 
where 
n = Index of refraction of the lens material 
= Radii of curvature of the spherical surfaces of the lens 
which are to be taken positive (negative) when the sur­
face is convex (concave) outward. 
x,y plane 
optical axis 
h-\ 
Figure 3.3. Thin lens geometry 
The restriction to thin lenses implies the assumption that an incident 
ray exits at the same transverse coordinates x,y measured from the op­
tical axis. 
If only those portions of the wavefronts are considered which lie 
near the optical axis, the paraxial approximation analog to (3.6) can 
be applied to the thickness function of the lens. The phase changes 
introduced by the lens then become (6) 
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2 2 
(J)(x,y) = k ( * 2F ^ n 
The term knA^ is a phase delay constant for the entire wavefront and is of 
no consequence here. The variable term, however, causes the phase trans­
formation 
-2F^ 
L 
e 
to the incident complex amplitude U.(x,y). This means, immediately 
behind the lens the complex amplitude, T^(x,y), is given by 
(x^ + y^) 
U (x,y) =U.(x,y) e (3.12) 
3.5. Fourier Transforming Systems 
Spherical lenses act as phase transformation devices and are 
capable, appropriately positioned, of optically computing the Fraun-
hofer diffraction pattern of a transparency, which was shown to be 
proportional to the Fourier transform of that transparency. The liter­
ature such as (33, 34, 35) discusses only the systems with plane wave 
illumination in detailed form. Their two basic configurations and 
output signals will be briefly discussed here. 
3.5.1. Transparency in front of the lens 
Figure 3.4. shows the Fourier transforming system with the input 
transparency _t(xQ,yQ) being in front of the lens. In the back focal 
plane, the amplitude distribution is given by 
!i(x^.yi) -
where f = x /XF , f = y /ÀF . For d = F this represents an exact 
X X L i V J L I j  O L  
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PARALLEL COHERENT 
ILLUMINATION 
(^XQ.YQ) Lens U(Xj^ ,y^ ) 
Figure 3.4. Fourier transforming system with the transparency 
located in front of the lens 
Fourier transform, while for d^  f F^  the Fourier transform is multiplied 
by a quadratic phase factor. 
3.5.2. Transparency behind the lens 
Figure 3.5. shows the Fourier transforming system with the input 
transparency being located behind the lens. In the back focal plane, 
the amplitude distribution is given by 
where f^  = x^ /.\d, = y^ /Ad . This represents a Fourier transform 
multiplied by a quadratic phase factor. The interesting property of this 
configuration is that the scale of the Fourier transform can be varied 
by changing the position of the transparency along the optical axis, 
i.e., the distance d. 
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PARALLEL COHERENT 
ILLUMINATION 
Liens r 
L 
Figure 3.5. Fourier transforming system with the 
transparency located behind the lens 
3.6. Photographic Film as Input and Recording Medium 
in Coherent Optical Systems 
A large variety of recording media exist (33, 34). The most widely 
used one, however, is the photographic plate. 
3.6.1. Definition of terms 
The exposure E(x,y), to which an emulsion on some substrate such as 
glass or acetate is subjected at point (x,y) is defined by the product 
ï(x,y)^ n^  = Incident intensity at point (x,y), watts/unit area 
T„ - Exposure time, seconds £, 
The intensity transmittance of the developed transparency at point (x,y), 
~(x,y), is defined by 
E(x,y) . I(%.y)iac Tg (3.13) 
where 
T(x,y) = I(x,y)^ /^I(x,y)^ ^^  
where 
I(x,y)^  ^= Intensity transmitted at point (x,y). 
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Hurter and Driffield (36) showed that the intensity transmittance of the 
developed transparency is proportional to the amount of silver deposited 
per unit area. They defined the optical density, D(z,y), as 
D(x,y) = log^ Q(l/T(x,y) ) 
and published the now famous H-D curve relating optical density to 
the logarithm of the exposure. Figure 3.6. shows H-D curves for Kodak 
Spectroscopic Plate 649F and Kodak Holographic Plate 120-02. 
Most photographic work using incoherent illumination is performed 
near the linear region of the H-D curve, where the optical density may be 
written as 
D(x,y) = Y j-og^ QE(x,y) + (3-14) 
where 
Y = The slope of the linear region, referred to as film gamma 
D = Intersection of (3.14) with the D-axis 
o 
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CO 
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unj.u> 
unity 
—J— 
10 20 
Developer: Kodak 
D-19 for 8 min 
at 20°C 
50 100 
-2 
200 
Figure 3.6. 
Exposure, E(x,y), yJ cm 
Typical H-D curves for Kodak Spectroscopic Plate 649F 
and Kodak Holographic Plate 120-02 (data from (37)) 
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3.6.2. Film as input medium 
In coherent optical systems the photographic emulsion must be re­
garded in terms of the complex amplitude transmittance, jt(x,y), rather 
than the intensity transmittance. In a general form, 
t_(x,y) = T(x,y)^ e 
where 
§(x,y) = Phase shift introduced at point (x,y) by non-uniform 
transparency and/or emulsion thickness 
Basically three types of film are usable. The most difficult type 
is a transparent medium which does not alter the amplitude, but rather 
the phase by variable film emulsion thickness. It is difficult to con­
trol and reproduce because film shrinkage will cause differential phase 
shifts and thus distortions in the function stored. A medium which mod­
ifies phases and amplitudes encounters similar problems. 
The most convenient medium available is a transparency of real 
amplitude transmission characteristic, i.e., a medium varying only the 
amplitude. It requires, however, the elimination of differential phase 
shifts. This can be understood by regarding the optical density, 
as an assembly of diffracting slits of variable sizes and 
orientations. As wavefronts travel away from the transparency, plans 
wavefrents begin to form which travel at various angles of diffraction. 
The relative phase relation between these wavefronts determines how the 
wavefronts combine into the so-called diffraction pattern of that trans­
parency. Varying film emulsion or film base thickness will cause phase 
changes in the diffracted wavefronts, and thus distortions in the wave-
front superposition, the diffraction pattern. These phase changes can 
be eliminated by placing the photographic film between optical flats 
with an oil matching index of refraction as shown in figure 3.7. The 
optical path length inside this liquid gate will now be equal for the 
entire transparency at any point (x,y), because all voids in the film are 
filled with the oil matching the index of refraction of the film emulsion. 
The optical path length through the gate is constant, and thus the ampli-
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Optical flat 
Optical flat 
Immersion oil 
Film emulsion 
Film base —^  
(acetate or glass) 
Figure 3.7. Liquid gate to correct for film phase shifts 
tude transmittance becomes the real function 
t(x,y) = T(x,y)^  
3.6.3. Film as recording medium 
In coherent optical systems one is interested in recordings of 
amplitude transmittances• In order to obtain high-fidelity recordings 
of the amplitude transmittance one must use the exposure-range of the 
film emulsion which is linearly related to the amplitude transniittancs, 
i.e., consider the linear region 
t(x,y) = t^  + b' E(x,y) 
of the amplitude transmittance - exposure curve (t-E curve). Substituting 
the exposure by (3.13) yields the equivalent expression 
t(x,y) = t^  + b (3.15) 
where 
b = b' T , the product of slope b' and the exposure time £« 
• . = Bias transmittance 
o 
Figure 3.8. shows typical t-E curves for Kodak 649F and Kodak 120-02 
plates. 
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Developer: Kodak D-19 for 
8 min at 20^ 0 
0 50 100 150 200 
-2 Exposure, E(x,y), yJ cm 
Figure 3.8. Typical t-E curves for Kodak 649F and Kodak 
120-02 (data from (37)) 
It is seen that the linear region of the t-E curves are located within 
exposure-ranges corresponding to the toe of the H-D curves of figure 
3.6. It is worth noting that all H-B curves and t-E curves vary with 
the development time used, the temperature of the developer, and the 
wavelength of the light source due to variable spectral sensitivity 
of the film emulsion. 
Up to this point it was assumed that spatial variations of expo­
sure of any size will result in corresponding variations of optical 
density as expected from the H-D or t-E curves of the film emulsion. 
However, in practice there will be no density variation recorded for 
too small a spatial variation of exposure. This means every emulsion 
has a limited resolution (spatial frequency response) which is caused 
predominantly by phenomena such as scattering of light in the emulsion 
during exposure, and chemical diffusion during film processing (33). 
The modulation transfer function (MTF) of an emulsion describes the 
dependence of the film response on the spatial frequency, f. 
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X discrete data (33) 
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Modulation transfer function for Kodak 649F 
processed for 5 minutes with Kodak D-19 developer 
Figure 3.9. shows the MTF for Kodak 649F which extends to at least 
2000 lines/millimeters. The continuous function shown as a dashed line 
was computed to 
MTF(f) = g-(f/2200) 
by applying Johnson's approach (33) to discrets Pleasured data from (33) 
3.7. Recording of the Fourier Transform 
3.7.1. Intensity measurements and recordings 
All detectors of optical disturbances such as the human eye, photo­
cells. or recording media in general respond only to the incident inten­
sity which is defined as the time average of the square of the incident 
amplitude. For a monochromatic disturbance of complex amplitude 
U(x^ ,y^ ) = U(3_,y^ ) 
the intensity, I(x^ ,y^ ), becomes 
I(x^ ,y^ ) = U(x^ ,y^ ) U(x^ ,y^ )* = [u(x^ ,y^ )| ^  
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where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Obviously, the inten­
sity will be always real-valued meaning no phase-information is preserved. 
As a sample consider intensity recordings of the amplitude distributions 
cos x^  and |cos x^ |, respectively. Both yield intensity distributions 
given by cos^ x^ , thus making it impossible to retrieve the phases of the 
original amplitude functions. 
In some coherent optical processing systems it is essential, however, 
to use recordings of complex-valued functions as inputs. As an example, 
the complex-valued input might be the Fourier transform recording of an 
asymmetrical transparency distribution which would be complex-valued 
even if the original amplitude transmittance of the transparency were 
real-valued (33). 
3.7.2. The holographic recording technique 
The holographic recording technique, introduced by D. Gabor (39) 
in 1948 and widely applied since the advent of the laser in 1960, enables 
recording and reconstruction of complex-valued distributions. As all 
recording media respond to intensity only this is accomplished by trans­
lating the phase information present into intensity variations by 
interferometry. 
While any type of coherent: waver rone may be recorded hclcgraphicslly, 
figure 3.10. depicts the instrument layout for making a Fourier transform 
hologram. The Fourier transforming system is analogous to figure 3.4. 
where d was set equal to F_. 
o L 
A spatially and temporally coherent "reference wave" 
R(x^ ,y^ ) = R(x^ ,y^ ) e 
is coherently added to the signal wave, U(x^ ,y^ ), prior to recording. 
The coherence between the signal and the reference wave is ensured by 
using a common light source and path equalizing mirrors. These two 
waves interfere with each other in the Fourier transform plane, and the 
intensity incident on the recording medium becomes 
I(x^ ,y^ ) = [R(x^ ,y^ ) + U(x^ ,y^ )] [R(x^ ,y^ ) +U(x^ ,y^ )]* 
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Fourier trans­
form plane 
M = Mirror, BS = Beam splitter, 0 = Objective lens, P = Pinhole, 
= Collimating lenses, = Fourier transforming lens, 
G'= Liquid gate with transparency uCx^ jy^ ) 
Figure 3.10. Fourier transform hologram ("Matched filter") recording 
I(x^ ,y^ ) = R(x^ ,y^ )^  + U(x^ ,y^ )^  
+ R(x^ ,y^ )*U(x^ ,y^ ) + R(x^ ,y^ ) U(x^ ,y^ ) 
Applying Euler's identity (3.3), this equation can be written as the 
I(x^ ,y^ ) = R(x^ ,y^ )^  + U(x^ ,y^ )^  
+ 2R(x^ ,y^ ) u(x^ ,y^ ) cos ['4;(x^ ,y^ )-(}!(x^ ,y^ )] (3.16) 
In the following it will be assumed that a thin planar transmission 
hologram is recorded on photographic film, thin meaning the emulsion 
thickness is much smaller than the periodicity of the interferometric 
fringes recorded on the emulsion. Leith and Upatnicks (40) showed 
that in off-axis holography fidelity is obtained only if the linear 
region of the t-E curve (3.15) is used. The amplitude transmittance 
of the hologram then becomes 
.2 , .2- - - - -* h^/^ l'^ l) " + b[R(x^ ,y^ ) + U(x^ ,y^ ) ]+ U(x^ ,y^ )R(x^ ,y^ ) b 
+ b U(Xj^ ,y^ )*R(x^ ,y^ ) 
(3.17) 
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The effect of a hologram on incident wavefronts can be easily 
seen by considering a plane reference wave 
= B (3.18) 
traveling at an angle 0 with respect to the optical axis of the signal 
wave and having the amplitude B. The basic fringe spacing. A, then 
becomes 
A = A/sin 6 
Thus the hologram acts like a diffraction grating consisting of alter­
nating clear and dark lines. The displacements in this fringe pattern 
represent the phase information of the recorded signal wave. Illumin­
ating the processed hologram will result in the generation of three major 
diffraction orders according to the grating equation (41) 
A ( sin i + sin S )=nA, n = -1, 0, +1 
n 
where i = Angle of incidence 
6^  = Angle of n-th order diffraction 
Figure 3.11. shows the three beams emerging from the hologram. They 
travel in the general directions 9 sgn(n) with respect to the optical 
axis of the signal wave, where the sgn-function is defined by (A.17). 
The +1 order diffraction, 
b U(Xj^ ,yj^ ) R(x^ ,y^ ) * Illuminating wave (3.19) 
is referred to as the correlation beam and is of utmost importance for 
coherent optical image-matched filter correlation systems. 
3.8. Coherent Optical Image-Matched Filter Correlator 
3.8.1. Matched filter 
The objective of the cross-correlation of functions ju^ Xg/yg) and 
_v(xQ,yp) if. to find the relative shifts Ax,Ay which will result in their 
optimum match. The correlation function, c_(Ax,Ay), is mathematically 
defined as 
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Optical axis 
of signal wave 
\ 
Correlation 
beam n = +1 
Figure 3.11. The three beams emerging from a hologram 
00 
c(Ax,Ay) = J"J* u(xQ-Ax,yg-Ay)* dx^ dy^  
—00 
The correlation theorem of Fourier transforms (A.13) states that the 
correlation function can be equivalently computed as 
c(Ax,Ay) = F~^ {V(f^ ,f^ ) U(f^ ,f^ )* } (3.20) 
where the capital letters denote the Fourier transforms of the respec­
tive lower case functions. It follows from the consideration of two-
dimensional Fourier transform theory that 
c(-Ax,-Ay) = F{ )* } (3.21) 
where (3.21) is simply a reflection of the correlation plane axes Ax,Ay. 
This permits a lens to be used to perform an inverse Fourier transform 
operation by the mere expedient of reversing the Fourier transform plane 
axes. 
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The use of the complex conjugate ensures detection of the maximum 
correlation at a maximized signal-to-noise ratio (ratio of signal inten­
sity to background intensity), when the signal is immersed in linearly 
additive noise (42). Thus the use of the Fourier transform hologram 
of transmittance (3.17) optimizes the correlation output, and is there­
fore referred to as "matched filter". 
3.8.2. Implementation of image-matched filter correlation 
After a matched filter of the function u(xQ,yQ) has been recorded 
with a setup as shown in figure 3.10., transparency v(xQ,yQ) is substi­
tuted for transparency u^ x^ ry^ ). Illuminating the matched filter with 
(^Xj^ ,yj^ ) as shown in figure 3.12. gives, according to (3.19), the cor­
relation beam 
b U(x^ ,yp* V(x^ ,yj^ ) R(x^ ,y^ ) 
Placing a Fourier transforming lens behind the matched filter results 
w CO 
Matched 
Correlation 
plane 
filter 4^ \ 
M 
M = Mirror, BS = Beam splitter, 0 = Objective lens, P = Pinhole, 
= Collimating lens, = Fourier transforming lenses, 
G = Liquid gate with transparency v(xQ,yQ) 
Figure 3.12. Coherent optical image-matched filter correlator 
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in the correlation-signal 
b F { U* V R } 
in the Fourier transform plane of lens L^ , i.e., the correlation plane. 
If vCxqjYq) = , all phase curvature in the correlation 
beam is cancelled, and the correlation beam becomes a real-valued func­
tion times the reference wave, R(x^ ,y^ ). If further the reference wave 
is a plane wave, the correlation-signal is a bright spot at Ax=Ay=0, 
i.e., a delta-function (A.15), indicating perfect match of both func­
tions. While the term cross-correlation is applied if the functions 
are nonidentical, the correlation of identical functions is termed 
auto-correlation. 
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4. APPLICABLE LITERATURE FOR IMAGE-ETCHED FILTER CORRELATION 
OF STEREOTRAÎÎSPARENCIES 
4.1. Introduct ion 
Research in coherent optics in mapping started in the early 1960's, 
when the then well-established electronic detection theory was applied to 
coherent optical "signals". The detection theory was originally developed 
for the processing of temporal radar signal returns, y(t), to find a 
desired signal, s(t), buried in random noise background, n(t) (15). Ana­
lysis of the frequency spectrum of these time-dependent electrical signals 
led to processing systems involving linear, time-invariant filters. These 
filters apply a linear weighting operation determined by the frequency com­
ponents in the signal s(t) to each frequency component in the input signal 
y(t). This weighting operation is referred to as matched filtering in the 
frequency domain- It maximizes the ratio of output signal power to average 
noise power by maximizing noise attenuation consistent with a minimal 
effect on the signal itself. 
In the presence of "white noise", the analysis shows that the frequen­
cy response of the filter must be proportional to the complex conjugate of 
the Fourier transform of the known signal, s(t) (15). White noise consists 
of statistically independent impulse components which have a complex con­
stant as their Fourier transform (43). This can be expressed equivalently 
as constant spectral density over all frequencies. Fortunately, white 
noise does not impose severe restrictions on implementation for a satis­
factory system performance. The transfer function of the ideal filter is 
the complex conjugate of the desired signal transfer function. The ideal 
electrical network is not always physically realizable. Therefore, in 
practice the ideal filter can only be approximated by realizable electri­
cal networks. 
In 1963, Vander Lugt (42) introduced the concept of using a Fourier 
transform hologram as an optical matched filter for the detection of 
spatially recorded signals. Contrary to the electrical filter, this op­
tical matched filter can be exactly realized using the fundamental proper­
ty of lenses to compute two-dimensional Fourier transforms (19,33), and 
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the holographic recording techniques proposed by Gabor (39) and expanded 
by Leith and Upatnicks (40). In section 3.8. the principle of such an 
image-matched filter correlation was discussed for general inputs. 
4.2. Theory of Image-Matched Filter Correlation of Stereo-
transparencies 
In 1967, at Bendix Research Laboratories,research was initiated to 
apply the optical matched filter concept to the photogrammetric data ex­
traction (7). The inputs were a pair of vertical stereotransparencies in 
the form of ordinary photography, i.e., absorption inputs t(x,y), having 
a real amplitude transmittance characteristic. 
In a pair of stereotransparencies, noise is defined as "any dissimi­
larity of the two functions other than simple displacement. Noise is 
introduced by random displacement of the image elements due to microrelief 
within the scan area, and photographic grain" (16). Since the type of 
noise is not very restrictive for image-matched filter correlation the 
general concept can be readily applied. The input structure in a small 
area about a point in photo 2 is compared with the entire structure of 
photo 1 by employing a matched filter recording of photo 1. The substi­
tutions 
° £(='lO-5'lo' 
where _t(x^ Q,y^ Q) = Amplitude transmittance of vertical stereotransparen-
cy i=l,2 as a function of photo coordinates 
can be made in all equations cf sections 3.7.2. to 3.8.2. . Then 
a matched filter of t/x^ Q,y^ Q) is generated using the plane reference wave 
(3.18) and a Fourier transforming system of focal length F^  ^as shown in 
figure 3.10. The fourth term of (3.17), i.e., the n = +1 order diffraction, 
becomes then 
Bb T^ (f^ ,fy)" e (4.1) 
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where 
W^^ L3' Y /^^ L^3 (4.2) 
The next step involves the replacement of t/x^ Q,y.Q) by _t(x2g,y2Q)» and 
illumination of the matched filter with the Fourier transform of a sample 
of transparency _t(x2Q,y2Q), 
= F{t(x2o,y2o) reccC [ ) rect(  ^ )} 
where the rect-function is defined by (A.16). This sample area is cen­
tered at Xg,y^  and is a square of sidelength L. Behind the matched filter, 
the correlation beam is given by 
 ^T^ (f^ ,fy)* igCfx.fy) e~j2^ x^\3®^ ''® (4.3) 
Assume the photocoordinates to be related by the equations 
Py = yjo - ^ 20 
Px = =10 - =20 
Thus J 
Kxio-yjo) - t(x2o-n>^ .y2o+i>y> 
and, applying the shift theorem (A.12), 
" -2(^ x'V e^ ^^ ^^ x^ x'^ y^Py^  (4.4) 
Substituting the conjugate of (4.4) into (4.3), substituting the spatial 
frequencies by (4.2), and ollecting terms finally yields 
Q(Xj,yj) + &) + (4.5) 
where Q(x^ ,y^ ) is a real-valued function. (4.5) is the equation of the 
correlation beam emerging from behind the matched filter. The instrumen­
tal implementation of the retransforming system is shown in figure 4.1. 
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Ax, Ay 
Stop 
BS 
M = Mirror, BS = Beam splitter, 0 = Objective lens, P = Pinhole, 
L- = Collimating lens, = Fourier transforming lenses, 
G = Liquid gate with transparency _t(x2Q,y2o)» S = Sampling aper­
ture 
Figure 4.1. Coherent optical image-matched filter correlator 
Since 6 is typically about 30° due to physical considerations, a coaxial 
layout of lens as in figure 3.12. is not practical, because it would 
require a very special lens design in order to Fourier transform waves 
traveling at such a large angle with its optical axis (17,44). 
The retransforming lens will give rise to the cross-correlacion 
(3.21) of the two transparencies in its back focal plane. The correlation-
signal will be of intensity 
[F{Q(x^ ,y^ )}j 
and centered at 
 ^° U^'^ L3 (4 6) 
Ay - Py(=c.yc) ^1,4/^ 3 
where the Ax,Ay origin is defined as the point where the reference beam 
converges. The correlation-signal (4.6) is a positional displacement of a 
light intensity peak corresponding to the separation of the two compared 
photo areas of the stereopair, i.e., the parallaxes p and p are dis-X y 
played for the small scan area of photocoordinates x^ ,,y^ . If the two 
focal lengths of the transforming systems are not equal, these parallaxes 
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will he scaled by the ratio of the focal length of the retransforming 
system, over the focal length of the transforming system, 
A variant to the described two-dimensional cross-correlation is the 
multichannel one-dimensional cross-correlation. The transparency, ^ (x,y), 
is considered to be an array of one-dimensional functions jt ^ (x,y^ ), 
m = 1,...,M where the y^  are M fixed y coordinates. The one-dimensional 
Fourier transform of all M functions in the x-direction yields then 
M 
FU(x,y)} = F{ 2 1 m^ '^^ m^  ^
m=l 
M 
= S F{t ^ (x,yj} 
m=l 
M 
= S (4-7) 
m=l 
Optically, (4.7) is implemented by a combination of a spherical and a 
cylindrical lens for performing the Fourier transformations (6). The 
cylindrical lens is oriented such that it exhibits no power along the 
x-direction. The x-direction is thus transfonned by the spherical lens in 
the same manner as described by the two-dimensional correlation theory. 
The y-direction, however, is subject to the combined phase effects of the 
cylindrical and the spherical lens. Appropriate positionings of all 
system components will result in imaging of the y-direction, rather than 
Fourier transformation (11,14,15). For the multichannel one-dimensional 
correlator the same theory as outlined for the two-dimensional correlator 
applies. Using a vertically oriented rectangular sampling aperture, it is 
seen that the correlator output yields entire "parallax-profiles" 
(4.8) 
 ^ L^4'^ L^3 ' m = 1,...,M 
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The outstanding advantage of the optical matched filter correlator 
is that input data can be scanned at high speeds. A new sampling aperture 
position will give immediate rise to the corresponding correlation-signal 
which will be positionally displaced with respect to the correlator axes 
according to the new parallaxes of the areas compared. In case of no cor­
relation due to highly distorted stereo areas as caused by terrain rough­
ness, very steep terrain slopes or different perspective reflectances 
of the objects, there will be no well-defined peak present. However, the 
signal will automatically reappear as soon as correlation can be detected 
again. Such a system is referred to as open-loop, since no resetting of 
the correlator system to approximate overlapping area positions is neces­
sary, once correlation was lost. This open-loop property, together with 
the optical computing of one or two-dimensional correlation-signals with 
the speed of light, make optical image-matched filter correlators very 
attractive for data processing. 
4.3. Coherent Optical Implementation of Image-Matched Filter 
Correlation of Stereotransparencies 
Several problems are encountered upon the implementation of the cross-
correlation oper:-. .ion using the image-matched filter concept for stereo-
transparencies such as obtained from aerial photography. Besides unavoid­
able correlation-signal deteriorations due to perspectively distorted 
functions as caused by terrain slope and terrain roughness, it is the par­
ticular shape of the frequency spectrum which seriously affects the cor­
relation-signal (7). 
Typical frequency spectra of aerial imagery show exponentially de­
creasing amplitudes towards higher spatial frequencies (7,45). The energy 
of the signal content used for the correlation is only a small fraction of 
the total energy of the spectrum, with the noise energy dominating the 
spectrum. The noise energy peaks at lower frequencies, largely caused by 
the average transmittance, and decreases very rapidly to become nearly 
constant for higher spatial frequencies. This nonuniform noise will, 
however, only affect the correlation-signal to average noise power ratio, 
SNR, while the size of the correlation-signal is governed by the spatial 
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frequency content of the spectrum, i.e., its resolution. Since the aver­
age transmittance merely produces scattered light which reduces the SNR, 
it is desirable to use inputs which exhibit slightly varying average trans­
mittance and maximum contrast at the higher frequencies. A pre-processing 
technique (46,47) identical to contact copying except that the exposing 
light is first passed through a complementary mask introduces these prop­
erties into the transparencies. This pre-processed input transparency 
with overall balanced contrast and preserved image details yields consid­
erably improved correlation results (44). 
The matched filter generation using input transparencies exhibiting 
spectra of exponentially decreasing amplitudes is very difficult. Consider 
the incident intensity during recording as 
T^ (x^ ,y^ ) = The real amplitude of the Fourier transform of trans­
parency i(xiQ,y^ Q) 
if'(Xi,yi) = The phase of the plane wave 
*(x^ ,y^ ) = The phase of Tj(x^ ,y^ ) 
according to (3.16). The first two terms represent a bias intensity on 
which the third term is cosinusoidally modulated. The diffraction effi­
ciency of the processed matched filter at point x^ ,y^ , i.e., the amount of 
light diffracted by this point, depends on the intensity modulation recor­
ded at this point. However, maximum intensity modulation is only achieved 
for Tj^ (xj^ ,yj^ ) = B. This implies that only one selected "balance" frequen­
cy can be recorded with 100% modulation. All other frequencies will have 
smaller modulation-depths, decreasing as the amplitudes T^ (x^ ,y^ ) differ 
increasingly from the reference wave amplitude B. Since the Fourier 
spectrum is exponentially decreasing for aerial photography, only a very 
small fraction of the frequency spectrum can be faithfully recorded, where 
it is necessary to decide on a representative balance frequency to which 
the reference beam is adjusted. The exposure is made on the linear range 
of the t-E curve of the emulsion used, producing a matched filter with 
where B = The real amplitude of the plane wave (3.18) 
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optimized diffraction efficiency for the selected balance frequency. 
Since the noise—intense, scatter—producing lower spatial frequencies are 
of much higher intensity than the selected balance frequency, they will 
fall on the nonlinear part of the t-E curve and will be overexposed. Their 
blocking and complete rejection in the correlation operation is of no con­
cern. The spatial frequencies higher than the balance frequency are asso­
ciated with randomly-distributed image noise due to micro-relief and will 
be attenuated due to underexposure. Very low modulation-depths will be 
lost in the noise of the emulsion itself (7). 
The processed matched filter must be properly repositioned. Any dis­
placement transverse or parallel to the optical axis will affect the quali­
ty of the correlation-signal. While transverse displacements of 2-3ym 
affect the SNR. by 50%, parallel displacements less than 200ym were found 
to be insignificant (48). Rotational misalignments of the input trans­
parencies in excess of 1°, and sccilc: mismatches in excess of 2% were re­
ported to reduce the SNR significantly (49). The sensitivity to misalign­
ments is more pronounced for imagery containing high spatial frequencies. 
Optical image rotators, image scaling systems, and adjustable anamorphic 
lenses to perform slope distortion compensations are still being investi­
gated (15,17). 
In the early 70's, a first order optical image-matched filter corre­
lator, the COMAP, was designed. It accepts input transparencies of 125mm 
in diameter, and its Fourier transform lenses have wavefront aberrations 
less than one-tenth of a wavelength. The correlation operation is carried 
out by focusing the entire spatially-filtered laser light onto the area on 
the second transparency by using an afocal scanning system together with 
three mutually orthogonal mirrors (17). Thus optimum utilization of the 
laser energy available is achieved. The mirrors guarantee parallelism of 
optical axis and scanning beam, essential for obtaining optimum correla­
tion-signals. The position detection of the correlation-signal is per­
formed by photodetectors, and the discrete output data are position coor­
dinates of the correlation-signal peaks of all scanned stereo areas. 
These digital data are further processed by digital computers to yield 
discrete elevations, a digital terrain matrix, and finally a contour map 
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by interpolation (11,12,14,15). 
It is obvious that this digital parallax data processing limits the 
ultimate speed of the optical correlator outputs (49). In this disser­
tation an analog method is introduced which is capable of simultaneously 
scanning the input, detecting the existence of a correlation peak, and 
parallax processing to yield contours and/or orthophotos (19). This ana­
log technique is open-loop as is the correlator itself, and thus offers 
unique advantages and time savings. 
4.4. Nonlinear Pre-processing of Input Data 
In a natural scene, the product of the object illumination and the 
object reflectance determine the brightness of the image (50). The large 
dynamic range present in most natural scenes is caused predominantly by 
the large variations in the illumination of the objects which creates the 
high intensity low spatial frequencies of the image spectrum. The edges 
of the objects contribute to the reflectance and are the primary source 
of the high spatial frequencies of the image spectrum. The exposure is 
selected to yield an intensity transmittance linearly related to the 
radiance of the recorded scene, since most recording processes will gen­
erally be viewed and/or processed in incoherent light. Any optical trans­
parencies produced from these records are primarily used as amplitude 
modulators, e.g., light absorbing photographic transparencies. 
Optical data processing, however, is carried out with coherent illu­
mination, and uses transparencies as light diffracting structures. Trans­
parencies produced for the use in incoherent light are not necessarily 
optimum, or even satisfactory, for coherent optical data processing. A 
nonlinear pre-processing of ordinary transparencies can increase the use­
fulness of optical processing systems. 
Photographic film offers one possibility of producing a nonlinear 
transformation of the input data. Working in the linear portion of the 
H-D curve, the incident exposure, E(x,y), is power law transformed into 
(6,41) 
t(x,y) = E(x,y) y 
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where = Processing constant 
and the film gamma can be positive or negative. Logarithmic and other 
real-valued transformations can be implemented by converting continuous 
tone transparencies into halftone transparencies using properly designed 
halftone contact screens (51). All inputs resulting from these real-valued 
transformations have in common that they diffract coherent light by their 
spatial variations of their amplitude transmittance, i.e., they modulate 
the transmitted light flux. The problems associated with such absorption 
inputs for the implementation of the cross-correlation include low corre­
lation-signal intensities due to the light absorbing nature of the input 
and low signal-to-noise ratios SNR. 
Phase modulated transparencies produced from ordinary absorption in­
puts by applying a bleaching process offer the advantage of high light 
transmission. The phasing represents a complex-valued nonlinear transform 
of the optical density, which is proportional to the amount of free silver 
deposited in the emulsion during development. This free silver is con­
verted into a transparent silver salt by the bleaching process. The vari­
ations in thickness and refractive index of the bleached emulsion, as 
shown in figure 4.2., introduce optical path length variations for incident 
phases (52). Differences in the thickness of the bleached emulsion are 
n 
Gelatin 
gel 1.54 
1^ 
i 
t 
I 
Figure 4.2. Differences in thickness of emulsion, d., and refractive 
indices, n^ , due to different concentrations of silver salt, 
N^ , for two emulsion surfaces i=l,2 (52) 
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caused by 
- the different molecular concentration of the silver salt formed 
(proportional to the original concentration of the free silver) 
- the thickness of the emulsion 
- the spatial frequency of the original variations in density, and 
- the drying method (52,53). 
Many researchers (52,53) use the Lorenz-Lorentz equation (also called 
the Clausius-Mosotti equation) to define and discuss the refractive index 
of the bleached emulsion, n, in terms of the polarizability of each species 
of molecule and the number of molecules per unit volume of each species. 
An elaborate theory of the phase variation as a function of original den­
sity of the bleached photographic emulsion was developed by Van Renesse 
and Bouts (52). Their model explains the phase variation in terms of the 
contribution of the electrical polarizability and concentration of the sil­
ver salt on the net refractive index of the bleached emulsion. Other 
researchers (54,55) treat phase changes in terms of the refractive index 
variations without considering in detail the origin of these variations. 
Inasmuch as the Lorenz-Lorentz equation may only be properly applied to 
substances homogeneous at the molecular level, which is not the case for a 
bleached emulsion consisting of a mixture of gelatin and silver halide 
crystals, the Van Renesse model appears inadequate. 
Until recently, all bleaching processes known involved the application 
of liquid solutions to the photographic emulsions (41,52,53). The phased 
transparencies were generally degraded in quality due to tanning, stress 
relief, and stress formation effects during processing. This introduces 
irreversible nonlinear distortions. These degradings were significantly 
reduced by the development of a dry bleaching process, based on bromine 
vapor as bleaching agent (55). 
In May 1975, promising experimental results of an auto-correlation of 
phased inputs were reported (56). The cross-correlation of complex exponen­
tiated inputs will be analyzed in the subsequent chapters. Since this type 
of input absorbs a minimum of the incident light flux, while being able to 
act as diir.ccting structure, the basic limitations of the cross-correla­
tion of absorption inputs can largely be overcome. It will be shown that 
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complex exponentiation provides a means to obtain extremely reliable cor­
relation peak positions having very high peak intensity and very high SNR. 
Extensive data pre-processing as necessary for absorption inputs will not 
be required. Further, correlation areas substantially smaller than 1mm in 
diameter can be used to yield well detectable, narrow, spiked correlation-
signals. This is important from two stand-points. From the photogrammetric 
point of view large correlation areas, e.g., 1mm diameter areas as required 
for the COMAP (17), decrease the parallax accuracy due to averaging over a 
large area. From the coherent optical data processing point of view large 
correlation areas decrease the SNR with increasingly high spatial frequency 
content of the inputs. Thus these limitations will be overcome, coupled 
with a tremendous improvement in the correlation peak detection implemen­
tation, since a threshold detector now can replace complicated detector 
arrays adjustable to a wide range of intensity levels, as employed for ab­
sorption input correlation. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF 
THE COMPLEX EXPONENTIATION CONSTANTS FOR 
TEE DRY BROMINE VAPOR BLEACH 
5.1. Introduction 
As discussed in section 4.4., the bleaching technique used to convert 
absorption into phase transparencies influences the phase variation intro­
duced per unit optical density present prior to bleaching. Since the 
phase variations form the basis for the cross-correlation of complex ex­
ponentiated inputs, the phasing constant must be known. So far only the 
diffraction efficiency for volume holograms has been discussed in the lit­
erature (55). However, it is known from personal communications with 
Kodak Research Laboratories, Rochester, N.Y., that "numerous holographers 
have reported that our Type 120 Plates, when exposed, processed, and 
bleached after the manner of Graube, consistently yield the cleanest, 
brightest, most stable holograms." 
Thus the necessity arises to derive the complex exponentiation con­
stants for the dry bromine vapor bleach, when applied to planar absorption 
transparencies. This will be performed using a new theoretical approach, 
supported by subsequent experimental results. Micrographs obtained from a 
Scanning Electron Microscope, and basic photo chemistry concepts will be 
used to give a value judgment of the approach. The experimental constants 
will provide the basis for any analog implementation of the complex ex­
ponentiation. 
5.2. Analog Complex Exponentiation 
An absorption input of amplitude transmittance 
t(x,y) = 10 (5.1) 
diffracts light by its spatial variation of free silver deposited in the 
emulsion during development. Its optical density, D(x,y), is proportional 
to the amount of free silver deposited at the position x,y. It is clear 
from equation (5.1) that a very large portion of the incident illumination 
will be absorbed. 
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A complex exponentiated, i.e., phased, input diffracts light by its 
spatial variation of either the refractive index and/or the thickness of 
the emulsion. Variations of the refractive index can be introduced by 
bleaching an absorption input with a bleaching agent such as bromine va­
por. During bleaching, the free silver is converted into transparent sil­
ver bromide, having a refractive index of 2.25 as compared to 1.54 for the 
gelatin of the emulsion. The net change of the refractive index will be 
proportional to the amount of silver converted per unit volume, i.e., pro­
portional to the optical density of the unbleached absorption input. 
Light traveling through the bleached emulsion will thus be subject to dif­
ferential phase shifts, <j)(x,y), where 
(j)(x,y) = p D(x,y) 
and p = Phasing constant. 
The general model for the complex amplitude transmittance of the 
phased input can be written after Read (57) as 
t(x.y) . O(x.y) 
= e °D(x,y) gQg pD(x,y) - je '7) pD(x,y) 
(5.2) 
where a = Absorption constant. 
Since 0 < a << 1, it is predominantly the phase which is modified. 
The amplitude of the phase input will be close to unity. From (5.2) the 
meaning of the expression "complex exponentiation" is clear. The real-
valued optical density function was converted into a complex exponential 
function, which new carries all input infonoation in the form of a vari­
able refractive index. 
The complex exponentiated input can assume any position on or inside 
the unit circle of figure 5.1. Thus, it can alter the phase of an inci­
dent wavefront by any amount. If 3^  is located along the positive imagi­
nary axis, the phase shift will be 90°, on the negative real axis it will 
be 180°, etc. Since a is small, the tip of Ô? will be close to the perime­
ter of the unit circle at all times, meaning the amplitude of the incident 
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Imaginary axis 
pD(x,y) 
+1 Real axis 
-1 
OA = 
OP = e-*D(='y) 
OR = e GD(x,y) pD(x,y) 
RP = e oD(x,y) pD(x,y) 
Figure 5.1. The absorption input OA, and the complex exponentiated in­
put (phase input) OP shown on the unit circle in the com= 
plex number domain 
wavefront is hardly altered. The real-valued absorption input oK lies 
along the positive real axis of figure 5.1. Therefore it cannot cause 
phase changes, but rather alters the incident amplitude. 
5.3. Theoretical Model for Determining 
the Complex Exponentiation Constants 
for a Planar Phase Grating 
Assume that an absorption transparency is exposed such that the ex­
posure, E(x,y), is mapped on the linear range of the H-D curve as defined 
by (3.14) 
D(x,y) = Y log^ o E(x,y) + (5.3) 
This can be accomplished by applying a uniform pre-exposure to the plates. 
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such that the minimum total exposure results in an optical density lo­
cated on the linear range (5.3). Substituting (5.3) into the general 
model equation (5.2) and, dropping the constant phase term e ^ ^^ o , 
which is of no consequence, yields 
tCx.y) = e* " -^jpYlogj„E(x,y) (5 .4)  
Introducing the auxiliary constant K defined by = -ylog^ gK, (5.4) can 
be expressed in the simpler form 
t(x,y) = r 1 ^-jPVlcgigE(x.y) (5.5) 
The constant a can be computed by measuring the average intensity trans-
* 
mittance, T , of the bleached grating. Then, as T = ^  _t , 
avge' 
= r ^avge 1 
avge K J 
-ay/log^ lO 
where = average exposure. The explicit expression for a becomes 
'""*10\"avge'"' 
where E , v, K, and T are all measured quantities. 
avge ' avge 
While the amplitude term can be easily handled, the phase term of 
equation (5.5) causes complications. One approach would be to expand the 
complex exponential into Bessel functions. Since the argument is the un­
known, however, this approach would not be effective and efficient even 
with the use of digital computers for the evaluation procedure. Another 
approach as suggested by Read (57) avoids these difficulties and provides 
an effective means for the evaluation. He proposes the use of Euler's 
identity (3.3) and the rewriting of ^ (x,y) as 
l(x,y) = t^ (x,y) + j t^ (x,y) 
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where 
f -ay/log^ lO j cos pYlogj^ QE(x,y) 
-sin pYlog.QE(x,y) 
Evaluating 
at in=l,...,M evenly over the period l/f_ spaced points, separate Fourier 
series can be fitted for the real and the imaginary data sets. 
t^ (x,y) 
The complex amplitude transmittance thus becomes 
M/2 
E 
m=0 
t.(x,y) - \ (a + j b ) cos(2irf mx) 
mm o 
From Fourier transform relationship (A.26) it follows that the intensities 
of the various diffracted orders m will be of the magnitudes 
I = „ (5.7) 
m 
Comparing measured intensity ratios I /I with theoretical I /I ratios CO mo 
computed over a range of assumed p values gives a clue as to the value 
of p. Since p depends only on the bleaching process, any exposure and 
development procedure should give same results for p. 
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5.4. Experiment for Determining the 
Complex Exponentiation Constants 
of the Dry Bromine Vapor Bleach 
The making of a perfect plane absorption grating is a non-trivial 
problem. Interference of two plane waves having a small interbeam angle 
will provide a good approximation. However, the slight volume nature will 
produce undesirable coupling effects which cannot easily be predicted the­
oretically (41). Contact-copying an existing plane grating with a colli­
gated beam will result in a perfect plane grating. However, the exact 
grating equation is difficult to predict due to roundoffs on the edges 
during copying. 
In the experiment as designed, a Ronchi ruling of grating frequency 
= 10 lines/mm and an estimated intensity transmittance, TJ^ (x), as shown 
in figure 5.2. was used as the original grating. Since the edge roundoffs 
during copying will affect only the higher diffraction orders significant­
ly, this function is adequate for predicting harmonics not higher than the 
second degree of a copy of the Ronchi ruling. 
0.75 -
0.50 
0.25 -I 
0 . 0 0 .  
max' 
•R min' O-O'S 
l/2f. 
—r 
1/f 
R 
Cross-section abscissa, x 
Figure 5.2. Intensity transmittance of the Ronchi ruling, representa­
tive for fourth degree and lower harmonics 
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The exposure was controlled with a highly sensitive photodiode light 
sensor whose calibration is described in Appendix B. The photographic 
plates Kodak 120-02 were calibrated for a certain procedure. Appendix C 
discusses this calibration and shows the resulting calibration curves. 
The copying of the Ronchi was divided into two steps. First, a uni­
form pre-exposure, E , was given to the photographic plates where was 
computed to lie on the lower end of the linear region of the H-D curve. 
Then the Ronchi was placed in contact with the emulsion, and additional 
exposure applied. The total exposure function, E(x), thus became 
+ line •'E <5.8) 
- 2  
where E^  = Pre-exposure for the plate, in uJcm 
-2 I. = Constant incident intensity on the Ronchi, in uWcm inc 
T.p = Exposure time, in seconds il 
Four contact copies were made using different exposure times in 
order to cover a wide range of density modulations in the absorption 
grating. The minimum and maximum density modulations were about 0.3 and 
1.3, respectively, corresponding to the average densities of about 1.8 
and 2.7 . After bleaching the plates in dry bromine vapor for 25 minuces, 
they were left in the moving air of the fume hood in order to remove the 
yellow stain. 
From the measured intensity transmittances after bleaching, which 
were all in the range of 75%, absorption constants a were computed using 
equation (5.6). No significant correlation was found between the average 
density prior to bleaching and the intensity transmittance after bleaching. 
However, the average a is significantly different from zero with a proba­
bility of 99.9%, estimated from the four sample a's and a Student t-dis-
tribution with three degrees of freedom. In summary, the mean absorption 
constant a is located in the confidence interval 0.014 - a - 0.042 with 
a probability of 95%. 
The determination of the p-value was based on the experimental inten­
sity ratios I /I , m= -2,..., +2 with the He-Ne powermeter being employed 
m o 
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to measure these intensities. The intensities were measured twice, once 
with the bleached plates in air, and again with them immersed in a liquid 
of known refractive index. The liquid used was linseed oil with a refrac­
tive index n^ j^ =^ 1.47, providing an approximation to the index of gelatin, 
ng^ =^ 1.54 . For each copy the specific exposure function (5.8) was used 
to compute theoretical intensity ratios from (5.7) for a set of p-values. 
A twelve point Fourier series was selected for these computations. Best 
fitting p-values were then obtained by matching the experimental ratios 
with theoretical ratios computed over a range of assumed p-values. The 
mean p-values and their standard deviations for the two cases were 
p,. =1.44 +0.06 (plates immersed in n^  . = 1.47) 
i^n Xin (5.9) 
p^ ^^  =2.34 + 0.07 (plates in air) 
Figure 5.3. shows the measured first order intensities, in % of the power 
transmitted, plotted against the phase modulations and 
respectively, where are the first harmonic coefficients of the various 
density functions D(x). The solid line shows the result expected for a 
perfect sinusoidal phase grating. It is the square of the first order 
Bessel function, (pD), peaking at pD = 1.82 with I = 33.9%. The ex­
perimental data show very good agreement, considering the fact that the 
plotted experimental data result from a more rectangular than sinusoidal 
shaped bleached absorption grating. 
The nonidentical values p,. and p,. manifest the existence of a 
Lin Air 
surface-relief on the bleached emulsion, causing additional phase shifts. 
Since the amount of surface-relief is related to the original optical 
density, as discussed in section 4.4., an evaluation and interprecacion 
of the experimental results will be presented next. The evaluation will 
serve also to define a relationship between the phase and the original 
density for immersion of a bleached Kodak 120-02 emulsion into a general 
liquid of refractive index n . 
HI 
56 
perfect sinusoidal 
phase grating 
experimental data: 
• plates in air 
X plates in lin­
seed oil 
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2 0 -
•H 
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Phase modulation, pD^  
Figure 5.3. First order intensities as a function of the phase 
modulât ion 
5.5. The Bromine Vapor Phasing Constant for 
Photographic Plate Kodak 120-02 
Generally a photosensitive silver halide precipitate is made up of a 
mixture of silver chloride and,silver bromide, dispersed in gelatin, 
without loss of generality, assume for the remainder that only silver bro­
mide is present, which is justified for the majority of fine-grained emul­
sions. IThe atoms of the silver bromide precipitates are arranged in an 
ionic cubic lattice, meaning each silver atom is bound equally to its six 
adjacent bromine atoms (58). The length of a "unit cell", i.e., the spa­
cing between any two silver or bromine atoms is about 0.577nm. Large num­
bers of unit cells constitute one photographic grain. For the fine­
grained Kodak 120-02 emulsion the reported grain shape and size is a cube 
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of 50nm sidelength. This yields approximately 5.205 10^  atoms per grain, 
half of which are silver atoms. Using the atomic weight of silver, and 
Avogadro's number, the silver mass of one grain can be computed as 
107.87 g 5.205 lO^ atoms/2 M. = ° 5Ô per grain 
6.02 10 atoms 
= 4.664 10 g/ grain (5.10) 
The exact silver content of Kodak 120-02 is considered by the manu­
facturer Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, New York, to be proprietary infor­
mation. However, private communications tend to confirm that the amount 
2 2 
of silver in an unprocessed emulsion is about 0.300g/ft = 3.229g/m , and 
that 0.050g/ft^  = 0.538g/m^  would produce an optical density of unity. 
This would imply a maximum optical density of six, while Graube reported a 
density range of seven (55). In summary it can be assumed that the silver 
2 
content coated on the Kodak 120-02 is about (3.498 + 0.269)g/m . With 
(5.10) this results in the number of grains per meter squared, N^ , 
N = ( 7.500 + 0.577 ) 10^  ^grains/m" (5.11) 
The volume of each grain being a 50nm cube, the total grain volume, 
90 1 
Vg, becomes (9.375 + 0.721) 10 nm . The emulsion thickness being ôym, 
the volume of the emulsion, V , for a one meter squared area becomes 
2 1 3  ^  6" 10 nm . Thus the volume of the gelatin, is 
V  ^ = V - V 
gel e g 
20 3 
= 50.62 10 nm^  
where an error in is of no consequence, since it will merely cause a 
constant phase shift. In the unprocessed emulsion, the volume ratio of 
the silver bromide precipitate and the gelatin becomes 
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V /V = (9.375 + 0.721)750.62 
g gel — 
= 0.1852 + 0.0142 
or equivalently, 
V /V T = (0.0309 + 0.0024) D (5.12) 
g gel -
= q D 
where D is the optical density. Due to the area constraint on the emul­
sion base, the thickness ratio, 
V^ Sel ' Vgel ».13) 
and T . = (1-0.1852) 6vm = 4.89um. 
gel 
After exposure, the bromine atoms as well as the unexposed grains are 
dissolved during emulsion processing. Only metallic silver deposits re­
main, dispersed in the gelatin. The volume of the gelatin after processing 
will generally be different than the volume of the unprocessed gelatin due 
to swelling and shrinking during processing and drying and from gelatin 
dissolved away. The volume of the gelatin will now be denoted by s 
where s is a combined swelling-shrinkage less factor. 
During bleaching with bromine vapor, all silver-atoms present will be 
rehalogenized and form again unit cells with the captured bromine-atoms. 
In general, however, these unit cells will not form grains of external 
cubic shapes but rather assume spherical structures such as shown in fig­
ures 5.4. and 5.5., which were obtained with a scanning electron micro­
scope. Since each rehalogenized silver-atom will go back to its original 
size, the volume and thickness ratios (5.12) and (5.13) will still hold, 
when both sides are divided by the swelling-shrinkage loss factor, s. 
From figure 5.5. it is seen that the gelatin and the silver bromide 
do not form a homogeneous mixture as required for the application of the 
Lorenz-Lorentz equation. Due to the large silver bromide islands dis-
2 persed in gelatin, one can best compute the refractive index squared, n , 
i.e., the dielectric constant, as the volume-weighted average of the indi-
Figure 5.4. Micrograph of the bleached copy of the Ronchi 
ruling. The bright areas correspond to a den­
sity of about 2.3, the darker areas to a density 
of about 1.1. Note the "ringing" due to coherent 
imaging of the step-object. 
50um 
I I 
Figure 5.5. Micrograph of a portion of figure 5.4. in the 
D=2.3 region. Note the irregular shapes and 
sizes of the bleached grains. 
1 um 
60 
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vidual refractive indices squared. Thus, 
n(x.y)2 = Vl (5.14) 
+ sVgel 
where n(x,y) = Refractive index of the bleached emulsion at position x,y 
n. ^  = Refractive index of silver bromide, 2.25 
AgBr 
n  ^ = Refractive index of gelatin, 1.54 gei. 
Since s >> V^ g^^ (x,y), algebraic manipulations yield as a first or­
der approximation 
n(x,y) = n^ i^ (1 + Q D(x,y)/s) (5.15) 
where Q = hi - 1) \gBr''gel 
and the ratio q=V. _ /V , is now a constant proportion, which is multi-
AgBr gel 
plied by the variable D(x,y). As V^ , the proportionality constant, 
q, is given by (5.12). With the geometry of figure 5.6., the phase func­
tion, (j)(x,y), becomes 
/R 1 At (J>(x,y) =-^  ^n(x,y) T(x,y) + "m [j 
where T(x,y) = Actual thickness of the emulsion at position x,y 
= Constant geometrical pathlength between two optical flats 
n = Refractive index of a fluid in which the bleached emul­
sion is immersed. 
The emulsion thickness can be written as 
Tfe.y) . s + TagB-Cx.y) 
' " T^ el ( 1 + TAsBr(%'y)/s%8al) 
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T(x,y) 
n(x,y) 
y 
Figure 5.6. Bleached emulsion of refractive index n(x,y), 
immersed in a medium of index n 
m 
where T  ^ = Thickness due to gelatin 
gel 
T. (x,y)= Thickness of the silver bromide particles (total) at position 
 ^^  x,y, i.e., the total grain thickness, T^  at x,y 
Thus with (5.12) and (5.13) one obtains the equivalent expression 
T(.,y) . s Igei ( 1 + Vg/sVg^ i) 
= S Tg^  ^( 1 H- q D(x,y)/s ) (5.17) 
Substituting (5.15) and (5.17) into (5.16) yields after several manipulations 
2if [• .(x.y) - — Tgei D(x.y) '3"gel+1Vl"''V^''gsl''ger=\elWm ] 
= 4 Tgel D(x,y) [°gel((^ ) " V ] + 4», 
where the constant phase shift ())^  is of no consequence and will be ignored 
hereafter. The part variable with the optical density can be expressed as 
the phasing constant 
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p = $(x,y)/D(x,y) 
- 4''sel " V] 
and yields upon numerical evaluation 
p = 3.63 - 1.50 n + 0.36 (5.19) 
m — 
Computing the p-values for and n^ ^^  from (5.19) gives the predicted 
values 
p.. = 2.13 + 0.36 
Axr — 
p^  . = 1.42 + 0.36 
Lxn — 
These predicted values are in very good agreement with the experimental 
values (5.9). Thus, equations (5.18) and (5.19) are verified and can be 
used to compute the phasing parameter of Kodak 120-02 for any medium 
present in a liquid gate. The low spatial frequency surface relief after 
bleaching can be estimated with (5.17) to be about 0.15 D, in ym. Accor­
ding to Hannes (59) the surface-relief is linearly related to the optical 
density variation, but is a highly nonlinear function of the spatial fre­
quency of the input transparency. This function has an accented maximum 
at a spatial frequency related to the reciprocal of the emulsion thickness, 
and falls off on either side towards very low and very high spatial fre­
quencies. However, the variations of the refractive index of the bleached 
emulsion has a negligible variation with spatial frequency (59). There­
fore, effective phase modulation as needed in analog complex exponentia­
tion should be introduced only by refractive index variations, with the 
surface-relief phase-effects eliminated by immersion of the input in a 
liquid gate filled with a fluid of emulsion-matching refractive index. 
5.6. 
An experimental technique as 
mining the complex exponentiation 
cal model (5.18) is a function of 
Conclusions 
well as a theoretical model for deter-
constants was presented. The theoreti-
the average refractive index of the 
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bleached emulsion computed under consideration of the non-homogeneous 
nature of photographic emulsions. It does not depend on any swelling or 
shrinkage of the gelatin, since the swelling-shrinkage loss factor s 
drops out. Further, the multiplier does not have any impact on the 
phasing constant p, since q and Q are inversely related to and thus 
also to Any change in will therefore exactly be compensated 
for by corresponding changes in q and Q. The phasing constant is there­
fore only a function of the actual concentration of silver bromide pres­
ent. Emulsion parameters such as the gelatin volume, or the gelatin 
thickness are not relevant, as expected from any sound bleaching model 
equation. Experimental results confirmed this model, as well as the 
measured intensities shown in figure 5.3. 
The experimental approach used to find the phasing constant can be 
used to determine the phasing constant for any bleaching process, where 
theoretical models might be more involved or difficult to even estimate 
due to the complicated chemical processes. The computational simplicity 
and efficiency of the technique presented seems superior to any other 
approach known to the writer. 
Analog complex exponentiation of ordinary photography, generally pro­
vided on acetate base films, is implemented in two steps. First, the 
photography is contact-copied or. a fine-grained high resolution photo­
graphic plate, e.g., Kodak 120-02. Secondly, bleaching is applied. With 
the phasing constant being fixed for a certain bleaching technique, it is 
the density variation present in the unbleached absorption input that is 
controllable. The cross-correlation of complex exponentiated inputs, and 
optimum density variations prior to bleaching to yield good correlation-
OT frry o T c  t.ttT T  K o n miTao f- t rt OY t" . 
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6. ANALYSIS OF THE CROSS-CORRELATION OF 
COMPLEX EXPONENTIATED DATA 
6.1. Introduction 
For the purpose of change detection and pattern recognition it is 
necessary to compare the uniformly spaced two-dimensional data sets 
and 
s^ (x,y) = s^ (x_,y^ ) i=l,...,I; k=l,...,K 
S2(x,y) = S2(x^ ,yq) j=l,...,j£l; q=I,...,q<K 
The mathematical operation for comparing two data sets is called cor­
relation. If SgCx^ y) is an exact replica of a portion of s^ (x,y) but per­
haps shifted in position, the term auto-correlation will be used herein 
even though the term auto-correlation often implies that s^ Cxjy) is an 
exact replica of s^ (x,y) over its entire range. Figure 6.1. shows this 
situation for one-dimensional signals. Usually, however, SgCx.y) will be 
a portion of s^ (x,y) distorted to various degrees of severity. Then the 
term cross-correlation is used. The problem is then to find the shifts 
Ax,Ay necessary to obtain the best match of the two data sets. 
Digitally, this is implemented by computing the correlation coeffi­
cient 
J Q 
3=1 q=i 
r(Ax,Ay) Q q zW" 
I 2 Z|si(Xj+Ax,y^ +Ay)-s^ ] 2 
\j=l q=l j=l q=l / 
where s^  = Mean values of sets s^ (x,y), i=l,2 in the summation region 
Ax = Shift u(x^ -xj^ )/(l-l), u=l,...,I-J 
Ay = Shift v(y^ -y]^ )/(K-l), v=l,...,K-Q 
Figure 6.2. shows the correlation coefficient (6.1) for the signal 
sets of figure 6.1. Often, data pre-processing and band-pass filtering 
is necessary prior to data set correlation, in order to enhance details 
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Figure 6.1. Sample signals s^ (x) g^ x^ ioo S2(x)=Sj^ (x+37) o^ x^ 25 
These numbers were generated by computer random number 
routine. However, to provide a simple demonstration of the 
merits of complex exponentiation over absorption inputs, 
the central portion of s^ (x) from 37-x^ 62 was suppressed 
and the bias level shifted. 
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Figure 6.2. Correlation coefficient for the data of figure 6.1. At 
the theoretical match point Ax=37 the correlation coeffi­
cient is unity, indicating a perfect match. 
and suppress or minimize noise (60,61,62,63). 
In coherent optical systems the problem of finding the data set cor­
relation peak is the classical problem or signal detection with a white 
noise background (15). This analog correlation operation must be imple­
mented using the (generally complex) correlation function (6,41) 
Here, the signal functions are transparencies of complex amplitude trans­
mission characteristics _^ (x,y), i = 1,2. When the amplitude transmis­
sions are predominantly real functions, the inputs are referred to as ab­
sorption inputs. This is what one would expect in the case of ordinary 
photography inserted in a liquid gate. Their correlation peak detection 
creates serious problems due to the direct dependence of the signal inten­
sity on the average transmittance of the area correlated. Thus areas of 
(6 .2)  
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equally well-defined spatial frequency content but different average 
transmittance yield completely different peak intensities and conditions 
for peak detection. To demonstrate this fact, consider the data s^ (x), 
i=l,2 of figure 6.1. to represent optical density traces D^ (x), i=l,2 
obtained from a microdensitometer. The corresponding amplitude transmit-
tanceSj according to section 3.6., become 
. 10 (6.3) 
i.e., the densities are (real) exponentiated. Applying the correlation 
function (6.2) to the absorption input (6.3) yields the correlation func­
tion amplitude 
c^ (Ax,Ay) = t.2 (x,y) _^ (x-Ax,y-Ay) dxdy (6.4) 
and the correlation intensity 
* 
I (Ax, Ay) = c^ (Ax,Ay) c_(Ax,Ay) 
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. 
For the data of figure 6.1. the correlation intensity is shown in 
figure 6.3. Although D2(x) is an exact replica of a portion of D^ (x), 
figure 6.3. shows the auto-correlation function does not peak (intensity-
wise) at the match point Ax=37, since the average transmittance of the 
correlation region is much less than the transmittance of the surrounding 
area. Only pre-processed transparencies exhibiting a uniform average 
density over their entire area and balanced overall contrast and preserved 
image details (44,46,47) provide, in most cases, peaked correlation-sig­
nals. Since optimum balanced overall contrast and optimum preserved image 
details are incompatible due to the copying procedure involved, the basic 
problem of peak existence cannot be completely solved using amplitude 
transmission inputs. Furthermore the low signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio and 
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Figure 6.3. Correlation intensities for absorption inputs and complex 
exponentiated inputs for the data of figure 6.1. Both 
functions were normalized to 100 as maximum values. 
the low peak intensities due to the light absorption limit the usefulness 
OX. aUdO JL p U . 
In this chapter the correlation function using complex exponentiated 
inputs will be analyzed. This approach yields the spiked auto-correlation 
signal as shown in figure 6.3., where the same original data as for the 
absorption input were used, i.e., the signals of figure 6.1. interpreted 
as optical densities. Complex exponentiation will be shown to offer a 
solution to the three vital problems of analog correlation, which are low 
SNR, low peak-intensity of the correlation-signal, and necessity of ex­
tensive transparency pre-processing. 
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6.2. Mathematical Model of the Correlation of 
Complex Exponentiated Data 
In chapter 5, the analog complex exponentiation was covered. It can 
be realized by bleaching absorption inputs (6.3) 
t fe .y)  .  =0,  (6.5)  
bleaching 
The analog process (6.5) can be equivalently expressed as the mathematical 
mapping of an originally real-valued function into a complex-valued func­
tion by applying an analytically defined mapping function, which in this 
case is complex exponentiation. This means digital complex exponentia­
tion can be carried out by the operation 
D(x,y)  ^  (6.6)  
where a and p are mapping constants, appropriately determined. 
Substituting the amplitude transmittance in (6.4) by ^ (x,y) of 
equation (6.5) yields as the correlation function of complex exponen­
tiated data 
/» 
ç_(Ax,ûy) = j I L . (x,y) c" (x-âx,y-ây) dxdy J J ix-ax,: 
/; -^(a+jp) D^ (x,y) -^(a-jp) D^ (x-Ax,y-Ay) 
= (x,y)+Dg (x-Ax,y-Ay^  -^jp (x,y)-D2(x-Ax,y-Ay)| 
With Euler's identity (3.3), the complex exponential function can be sepa-
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rated into its real and imaginary part yielding 
c^ (Ax,Ay) = R(Ax,Ay) - j S(Ax,Ay) (6.7) 
where 
ne Ax, Ay) /• /• r-  ^ cos pD / \ = I I 
[s(Ax,Ay) 
Dj 2^ = Dj(x,y) - D2(x-Ax,y-Ay) 
Equation (6.7) can be equivalently expressed as 
jc(Ax,Ay) = c(Ax,Ay) e jG't^ x.Ay) 
dxdy (6.8) 
sin pD^ 2. 
where 
c (Ax,Ay) = |R(Ax,Ay)^  + S(Ax,Ay)^ j ^  , the correlation function 
amplitude 
v(Ax,Ay) - tan ^  S^(Ax,Ay)/%(Ax,Ay)j > the phase angle of the coi 
relation function amplitude 
6.3. Properties of the Auto-correlation Function 
In order to gain insight into the meaning of equation (6.7), assume 
that ©^ (Xjy) is a replica of a portion of D^ (x,y), such that 
f D,(x+x^ ,y+y^ ) for 0 - x -a, 0 - y - b 
DgCx.y) < (6.9) 
1 0 elsewhere 
Substituting (6.9) into (6.8) yields 
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dxdy (6 .10)  
where ZD = a|D^ (x,y) + D^ (xi-x^ -Ax, y+y^ -Ay)J 
AD = p|pj(x,y) - D^ (x+x^ -Ax, y+y^ -Ay)J 
The real exponential function of (6.10) will assume only values equal to 
or slightly less than unity, because 0 < a << 1 and D(x,y) - 0 in the 
analog case, and a can be set equal to zero in the purely mathematical 
functional mapping process. However, the trigonometric functions of (6.10) 
can assume any value in the range +1 and -1, since AD can take on any real 
value. 
Now assume that, under consideration of a known p-value, the func­
tions were prepared such that for an arbitrary shift Ax,Ay 
Equivalently, one can say that p" was chosen such that (6.11) is satisfied. 
Then the trigonometric functions of the integrand function of (6.10) will 
undergo one complete period, and take on values in the range 
Approximating (6.10) by a two-dimensional Fourier series would thus yield 
an average term close to zero, and harmonic coefficients smaller than 
unity. Integrating these series term by term will yield almost no con­
tributions from the harmonics, since the integrations extend over at least 
one period of each single harmonic function. Thus 
—rr - AD - TT ( 6 . 1 1 )  
( 6 . 1 2 )  
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lim 
a,b ->• » 
I AD I- ir 
R(Ax,Ay) 
S(Ax,Ay) 
(6.13) 
where the integration region a,b must be sufficiently large to provide 
adequate approximation of (6.13). 
The remarkable property of (6.10) is that, for a perfect match Ax=x^ , 
Ay=y^  the argument AD equals zero over the entire integration region, in­
dependently on the p-value used 
X +a 
o 
Thus 
y +b 
o 
• /  /  
-^2aDj(x,y) dxdy 
(6.14) 
This means, at the match position Ax=x^ ,Ay=y^  the auto-correlation func­
tion, c^ (Ax, Ay), will be a maximum, associated with a zero phase angle, 
$^ (Ax,Ay). For a mismatch position Ax^  x^  and/or Ayf y^ , however, the 
auto-correlation will approach zero according to (6.13). Combining equa­
tions (6.13) and (6.14), the auto-correlation function can be written as 
c.(x .y ) ô(Ax-x_,Ay-y_) (6.15) A  O  ' '  O  V  w  
where the dirac delta function, 6, is defined by (A.15) and denotes an 
ideal spike function, nonzero only at x^ ,y^ . 
Since analog systems cannot detect amplitudes, but rather measure 
intensities, I(Ax,Ay), the quantity 
lim 
a,b->- m 
I AD I- ir 
c^(Ax,Ay) = 
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I (Ax, Ay) = c^ (Ax,Ay) (Ax, Ay) (6.16) 
can be also used to describe the correlation function. 
6.4. Properties of the Cross-correlation Function 
When the functions D^ (x,y) and ^ (^x^ y) are not related by a relation­
ship (6.9), a cross-correlation is performed. First consider the case 
where -
I D^ (xrHx^ ,y+y^ ) + B for 0-x^ a, 0-y-b 
DgCx.y) = \ 
I 0 elsewhere 
L 
This means the second function has a different bias (average) level than 
the first function, but otherwise matches it exactly as far as spatial 
frequency content is concerned. Equation (6.10) now becomes 
R(Ax,Ay) Ax+a Ay+b i5 cosi [AD - ps] ^ ) = f f { ) 
I s(Ax,Ay)^  I  ^ w I sin[AD — ps] # 
L Ax Ay L J 
dxdy 
A^ d-a Ay+b 
e cos pB f e J > dxdy // sin AD 
Ax Ay 
Ax+a Ay+b  ^
j sin AD I 
+ e "^ sin pB  ^^  e J  ^dxdy J J I-cos AD I 
Ax Ay 
(6 .18)  
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using trigonometric addition theorems. Comparing (6.18) with (6-10), one 
can write equivalently 
S(Ax,Ay), S(Ax,Ay) 
S(Ax,Ay) 
-R(Ax,Ay) 
(6.19) 
With (6.11) sm^ isifed, and using the result of (6.13), it follows that 
lim 
a,b 0° 
I AD |- IT 
Q(Ax,Ay)gl 
S(Ax,Ay)g 
= 0 
For shifts Ax=x^ , Ay=y^  (6.19) becomes with (6.14) 
—ocB  ^
= e cos pB 
0 
sin pB 
The magnitude of the correlation function amplitude under presence of 
bias, B, then becomes 
2 T is 
•^ '''o'Vb " [*(=o'?o)B + ] 
-ctû . . (6 .20 )  
and the phase angle, $(x ,y ) 
o o u, 
O^ Xo'^ o^ B " e~"®sin pB c^ X^Q/y^ i/e °®cos pB c^ X^g,yQ)J 
= pB (6.21) 
\ 
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Thus 
lim c(Ax,Ay)g = e ô(Ax-x^ ,Ay-y^ ) (6.22) 
a,b ^  °° 
Ia D ]- ir 
From (6.21) it follows that a minimum phase angle is not indicative of 
the degree of match of cross-correlated functions. A minimum phase-criter-
ion, as usable for strict auto-correlations, is thus not applicable. How­
ever, (6.22) represents a striking property of the cross-correlation of 
complex exponentiated data. If signals differ only with respect to their 
average densities (or bias levels), the spiked shape of the auto-corre­
lation function is preserved. Since typical values, for the analog im­
plementation, are 0 < a << 1 and 0 < B < 3, this means a mere reduction 
of the amplitude in the order of 5%. For a purely mathematical correla­
tion, there is no reduction at all, since a can be considered to be equal 
to zero without consequence. 
The analog complex exponentiation of inputs solves therefore the 
basic problems associated with absorption inputs by providing a means to 
obtain high SîîR, correlation-signals of high intensities, having negligible 
small dependence on the bias level or levels of the correlation regions. 
The case most often encountered in cross-correlation of functions is 
noise. Suppose two functions D.(x,y) and D« (x4-x^ ,y4'y^ ) are given such 
that 
Dj^ (x,y) = (x,y) + n^ (x,y) 
DgCx.y) = D"2(x,y) + n2(x,y) 
where D^ (x,y) = Given inputs i=l,2 
D^ (x,y) = Unknown signal, immersed in noise n^ (x,y) 
B%(x,y) = D,(xrx^ ,y+y^ ), an unknown signal being a shifted repli­
ca of a portion of (x,y) , and immersed in noise 
2^ (x,y) 
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For the match point Ax=x^ , Ay=y. the argument of the correlation function 
becomes with (6.9) and (6.10) 
= P |n^ (x,y) - ng(x,y^  (6.23) 
Thus the amount and type of noise has a great impact on the selection of 
'V/ 
p or the preparation of the D(x,y) analog inputs, respectively, such that 
a spiked correlation function is ensured, i.e., |AD TT. Generally one 
will not have definite information about the specific noise characteris­
tic. A theoretical treatment is thereby difficult to make. Therefore, 
resort was taken to the analysis of several representative data-sets, con­
taminated by random noise and signal-amplitude reductions, respectively, 
to yield empirical relationships for estimating workable parameters. 
6.5. Digital Experiment to Derive an Empirical 
Conçlex Exponentiation Parameter 
The theory thus far has been based on the data variation charac­
teristics AD and AD as defined by equations (6.11) and (6.23). It fol­
lows from these definitions that these characteristics are difficult to 
compute or even to estimate theoretically as well as numerically. Un­
less a simpler, more readily usable relationship between the constant p 
and a characteristic data parameter is found, the implementation of the 
cross-correlation using complex exponentiated data will be severely re­
stricted. 
In this section digital experiments are described and the results ana­
lyzed to yield an empirical complex exponentiation parameter as a function 
of p and a data characteristic. All experiments involved a one-dimen­
sional correlation function, with summation of adequately spaced discrete 
point values being substituted for integration. Since a two-dimensional 
correlation can be equivalently interpreted as a single summation over a 
two-dimensional data-array, the one-dimensional correlation results are 
directly applicable to the two-dimensional correlation, if the data sets 
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are homogeneous and isotropic in the correlation regions. This will be 
ensured by proper data generation for the experiments. Note that all 
correlation-signals are discussed in terms of their intensities as defined 
by (6.16). 
Figure 6.4. shows the generated data set D^ (x) consisting of 101 ran­
dom numbers between 0 and 1, increased by 1 in order to avoid negative 
values for the distortion experiments performed later. Figure 6.5. re­
presents an exact replica of a portion of D^ (x) such that 
In a first experiment, the auto-correlations of D^ Cx) with D^ (x) were 
computed. Using the correlation coefficient (6.1) yielded the correlation-
signal r(Ax) of figure 6.6. At the match point Ax=37, r(37) = 1.00, in­
dicating a perfect match. The general course of r(Ax) is relatively noisy, 
varying from about 0.55 to -0.4 very irregularly. Figure 6.7. shows the 
auto-correlation-signals for an absorption input as obtained from (6.3) 
and (6.4). The traces D^ (x), i=l,2 were scaled with factors 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 
and 2.0 to simulate various density contrasts as obtainable by film contact 
copying using various film gammas. The intensity at the match point Ax=37 
is, however, in all cases exceeded at two different points. This merely 
confirms the results of section 6.1., and in all the following distortion 
experiments the absorption input correlation will be omitted, because it is 
not able to even provide a correct auto-correlation-signal without exten­
sive filtering and pre-processing of these random number inputs. 
Figure 6.8. shows the auto-correlation using complex exponentiated in­
puts. Note that the selection of ^  is very important for the SNR of the 
r\j 
correlation-signal, resulting in very good signals for p=2? for the data 
'\i 
sets used. The peak intensity per se is not affected by the value of p. 
The second experiment simulates the distortion of one signal, here 
D2(x) as defined by (6.24), by random noise, n(x). The noise con­
sists of 26 random numbers between 0 and 1, decreased by the constant 0.5 . 
(xf37) for 0 - X - 25 
0 elsewhere 
(6.24) 
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Figure 6.4. Density trace, D^ (x), consisting of 101 random numbers 
between 0 and 1 to which the constant 1 was added (to 
avoid negative numbers for the distortion experiments). 
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Figure 6.5. Undistorted trace DgCx) = D^ (xi-37) g ^  x ^  25 
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Figure 6.6. Correlation coefficient r(Ax) for the traces D.(x) and 
^^ (x), using 26 discrete points for the correlation 
computations. 
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Figure 6.7. Auto-correlation of the traces D^ (x) and DgCx) usiug ab­
sorption inputs. The intensities are normalized to 100 
with respect to the intensity at the match point Ax = 37. 
Note that for all four density ranges D -D . the actual 
maximum intensity failed to occur at the match point. 
The various density ranges were computed by scaling of the 
D(x) functions. 
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Figure 6.8. Auto-correlation of the traces D^ (x) and D^ Cx) using 
complex exponentiated inputs. The intensities are 
normalized to 100 as peak intensity at the match point. 
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Figure 6.9. shows the noise function, and figure 6.10. the resulting 
noisy density function, D2(x)+n(x). Comparing figures 6.5. and 6.10. it 
is seen that now the functions show a high degree of dissimilarity-
Using the correlation coefficient (6.1), figure 6.11. resulted. The peak 
is now reduced to r(37) = 0.88, but the function became only slightly more 
irregular, as compared to figure 6.6. In figure 6.12. the results of the 
cross-correlation using complex exponentiated inputs is shown. Note the 
decreased peak intensity as compared to the auto-correlation-signal inten­
sity. The p value of 2ir was too large for the data variation present, and 
f\j 
did not provide peak detection. However, for a p value of tt a strong peak 
was detected. The SN5. is seen to be increasing towards », and decreasing 
as p approaches 2IT. 
The third experiment simulates an amplitude reduction and bias change 
of DgCx), as compared to D^ (x). Figure 6.13. shows the reduced D^ Cx) sig­
nal. This case might be encountered when photographs are correlated which 
were taken at different light conditions. Assuming D^ (x) to be taken at 
daylight, D^ Cx) can be assumed to have been taken at dusk, showing a dif­
ferent bias (density) level, and also reduced variations of the densities 
of the image details. While the correlation coefficient is identical with 
the one for the auto-correlation, because it is invariant on scaling of 
functions, the cross-correlation using complex exponentiated data is as 
shown in figure 6.14. Note that for the data sets present a p of about 2Tr 
still provides a strong peak detection. 
The results of all experiments can be qualitatively summarized as 
follows; 
The auto-correlation 
- peak intensity is invariant with p and the data set 
- SNR increases for any ^ >0, as well as with increasing variation 
in the data set 
- peak is correct for any ^  > 0 
The cross-correlation 
- peak intensity depends on p as well as on the specific data set 
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Figure 6.9. Random noise, n(x), used to 
distort D^ Cx) of figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.10. Noisy function DgCx) + n(x) 
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Figure 6.11. Correlation coefficient, r(Ax), for the traces D^ (x) 
and D^ Cx) + n(x). Note the reduced peak-value at 
the match point. 
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Figure 6.12. Cross-correlation of the traces D^ (x) and DgCx) + n(x) 
using complex exponentiated inputs. The intensities 
are normalized with respect to the peak auto-correla­
tion intensity of figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.14. Cross-correlation of the traces D^ (x) and ^ (D2(x)-1.5) 
+2.5, shown in figure 6.13., using complex exponentia­
ted inputs. Note that the correlation coefficient r(Ax) 
is the same as for the auto-correlation (figure 6.6.), 
since input scaling does not affect r(Ax). 
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- SNR increases with p to a maximum SNR at p , decreases 
max max 
for p > p , and approaches zero for ^ >> p 
•^ max max 
- peak is correct for any 0 < p ^  ^max 
The quantitative analysis was based on the fundamental property that 
% % 
the maximum permissible p-value, p^ ,^ will decrease as the variations V^ , 
i=l,2 in the data sets D^ (x) increase. Thus 
p = E/fCVj.V^ ) 
where E = Complex exponentiation parameter. 
As data set variation characteristic, the root mean square deviations, V^ , 
of the discrete with respect to the data set means, D^ , were selected. 
^ - r 5: ^ i 
Lj=l 
=1,2 (6.25) 
The functional relationship between the was selected to be 
fCVpVz) = (6.26) 
Using the data set characteristics of the two correlated functions, the 
complex exponentiation parameter, E, becomes 
E = p (V^ 2 + Vg^ )^  (6.27) 
Then the correlation intensity ratios SNR and R^ , obtained from the 
digital correlation experiment, were plotted as a function of E. Figure 
6.15. shows the resulting data envelopes for the cross- and the auto-cor-
relation experiment. The upper envelope, SNR, is defined as the ratio of 
the peak intensity over the average intensity. The lower envelope, R^ , is 
defined as the ratio of the peak intensity over the intensity of the secon­
dary peak, i.e., the strongest signal at an off-match point location. Fro: 
these definitions it follows that SNR is always greater than R^ . Further-
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Peak detection condition: R >1 
Complex exponentiation parameter, E/tt 
Figure 6.15. Results of the digital correlation experiment showing 
the influence of the complex exponentiation parameter 
on the correlation-signal intensity ratios SNR and R,. 
SNR = Signal-to-noise ratio 
Rg = Peak intensity over secondary peak intensity 
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more, only for R greater unity is a correct peak detection possible. It 
is seen that peak detection for an auto-correlation requires only p > 0, 
while peak detection for a cross-correlation is restricted to a certain 
E-range. From all data available, it was found that the complex exponen­
tiation parameter, E, must be about O.ôOtt in order to provide maximum SNR. 
Peak detection is ensured for 
0 < E < 0.70? (6.28) 
while a value of greater than 0.80? results in either low SNR values or 
false peak detections. Figure 6.16. shows the peak intensity reduction of 
the cross-correlation as compared to an auto-correlation. It is seen that 
for the optimum E-range of 0.60? the peak intensity is in the order of 40 
to 50%, with a R^  value of about 2.0. Thus, the signal peak is very well 
detectable. 
The procedure for the cross-correlation of complex exponentiated data 
can be summarized with the help of equations (6.25) and (6.27) into the 
following. For purely digital cross-correlation, compute the V^ , i=l,2 for 
the data-sets from (6.25), and p from (6.27) using E = 0.60?. For the 
analog implementation, a different procedure applies. Since p (the equi­
valent tc p) is fixed, the inputs ™ust be contact copied with a certain 
film gamma to yield 
(V 2 + v,2)% = 0.60?/p (6.29) 
From empirical experiments it follows that the variations can be suffi­
ciently well estimated by 
?! = - Omin. ' 1=1.2 
1 1 
Assuming further equal density ranges D -D . on the two inputs i=l,2 , inâx liixn 
which can be readily implemented in the analog case by contact copying, it 
follows that the inputs must be prepared to the density range 
D - D . = 1.27?/p (6.30) 
max mxn 
in order to provide optimum correlation-signals-
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Complex exponentiation parameter, E/tt 
Results of the digital correlation experiment showing 
the influence of the complex exponentiation parameter 
on the correlation-signal intensity. The cross-cor-
relation-signal intensities are normalized with respect 
to the auto-correlation-signal intensities. 
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6.6. Cone : lus L.ons 
The digital cross-correlation eexperriment showed that complex ex­
ponentiation of digital data offers unitjue advantages over the commonly 
used correlation coefficient. Compasring figures 6.6. and 6.8. one rea­
lizes the superiority of the compleasKexponentiation, as far as auto-cor­
relations are concerned. Due to thee highly spiked shape, uniquely well-
defined peak-detection is made possiible*. The correlation coefficient 
cannot offer such a well-defined coKîrelâtion detection due to its irreg­
ular structure. But even the crosss-co*relation signals exhibit a more 
reliable shape than the correlatioa coefficient, as seen by comparing 
figure 6.11. with 6.12.(p=m), and aTlso figure 6.6. with 6.14.(p=2w). Con­
sidering the two unique advantages oof tfce cross-correlation of complex 
exponentiated data, i.e., the correMation signal invariance with different 
bias levels and its high approximat:-ioa of an ideal dirac delta-function, 
this technique just be considered ti^ obe one of the best for the detection 
of signals, or correlations in genenaL. Future applications for signal 
processing in fields such as radio—-astr onoiny, and geophysical prospecting, 
specifically for the correlation of - sei-smic reflection records, are antic­
ipated . 
The digital correlation experiiiiient further showed that analog ccsplax 
exponentiation of the inputs is an effeective means for solving problems 
generally associated with absorptioon iiRputs. Since different bias levels 
of the inputs are of no concern in coirrrelating complex exponentiated in­
puts, extensive input pre-processirng is not necessary. Overall balancing 
of the contrast and/or high-band psess spatial filtering involving Fourier 
transforming systems, as applied too absorption inputs, is substituted by a 
simple contact-copying procedure wdiitti s proper film gamma and subsequent 
bleaching. The bleaching in bromirme -vapor is easily implementable in a 
fume hood and takes about 25 minutees. Thus the substitution of complex 
exponentiated inputs for absorptiomiixigjuts results in savings in time as 
well as in equipment. It is also ocoiip3.ed with avoidance of resolution 
losses and data contamination as eïncotieitered in extensive absorption input 
pre-processing. 
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7. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CROSS-CORRELATION 
OF COMPLEX EXPONENTIATED STEREOTRANSPARENCIES 
7.1. Introduction 
In correlating two stereotransparencies by analog or digital means, 
two small corresponding areas, rather than points, are compared. This is 
implemented by performing a genuine cross-correlation of the two noniden­
tical stereo areas. The dissimilarity of the two areas is caused by un­
avoidable perspective distortions due to terrain slope and terrain rough­
ness, and by distortion due to tilts of the optical axis of the aerial 
camera and different scale of the stereotransparencies. The analytical 
modeling of the latter distortions is a classical photogrammetric problem 
(20,21,22). Digital algorithms for camera tilt and scale distortion-cor­
rections are well-established (60,61,64), as is an analog technique for 
the same purpose, i.e., photo rectification (21,22). Therefore, for the 
remainder of this chapter a pair of perfectly vertical stereotransparencies 
will be assumed to study the two-dimensional cross-correlation of complex 
exponentiated stereotransparencies. 
The perspective distortions carry all information necessary for suc­
cessful correlation. Their degree of severity and type has- however, a 
large impact on the quality of the correlation-signal. In the following 
sections, the theoretical aspects of correlation-signal degradation will 
be presented. Next, a digital cross-correlation experiment will be carried 
out to study correlation-signal shape and intensity as a function of 
- the degree and orientation of a uniform terrain slope 
- the degree of terrain roughness, as caused by irregular topography 
- image noise, as introduced by photographic grain and/or random atmo­
spheric disturbances during exposure, and 
- the size of the correlation area. 
In the experiment, simulated optical density functions will be defined 
by superposed Gaussians, whose amplitudes are defined by computer generated 
random numbers. In order to have a standard for comparison, the correla­
tion coefficient (6.1), commonly used as digital correlation criterion (60, 
61,65), will be computed along with the correlation of the complex exponen­
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tiated inputs. The results will be used to study maximum permissible 
correlation area sizes which will yield satisfactory parallax accuracies 
as a function of image distortions. 
7.2. Effect of the Terrain Slope and Roughness 
on the Quality of the Correlation-signal 
The relationships between object coordinates X,Y,Z and photo coor­
dinates i=l,2 in a vertical photograph are, for the situation 
shown in figure 2.5., given by 
X 
c(X - Xp.) 
iO " Zg - Z(X,Y) 
(7.1) 
cY 
i^O " Zg - Z(X,Y) 
where X„ =0, the X-coordinate of camera station 1 
1^ 
Xç = B, the X-coordinate of camera station 2, here equal to 
2 the stereobase 
— 
c = Calibrated focal length of the aerial camera 
X,Y = Independent object coordinates 
Z(X,Y) = Dependent object coordinate (elevation) defined by the 
specific terrain function. 
The cross-correlation function of two stereo areas of complex ampli­
tude transmittance, _t(x^ Q,y^ Q), i=l,2 is defined as 
c(Ax,Ay) = jy t(XiQ,yio^  t (x2o-Ax,y2Q-Ay) dx^ d^y^ Q 
Since it follows from (7.1) that 
1^0 " ^20 
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and 
=10 = =20 + 
where p(X,Y) = cB/ (X,Y^  , the parallax function (7.2) 
the cross-correlation function can be equivalently written as 
// c(Ax,Ay) = j I :t(x2Q+p(X,Y),y2Q) t (x^Q-Ax.y^Q-Ay) dx^^dy^Q 
(7.3) 
In order to discuss the effect of the terrain on the correlation-
signal, consider the area in the vicinity of a specific point Xg,Yg. Then 
the terrain function can be approximated by the Taylor series 
Z(X,Y) = Zg + A^ dX + A dY + A.dX^  + A^ dY^  + A^ dXdY (7.4) 
where terms of third and higher orders are omitted for simplicity, and 
where = Z(Xg,Yg), the elevation of point S located at Xg,Yg 
A^  = Taylor coefficients evaluated at Xg,Yg , being defined as 
? = 3Z(X,Y) I 
 ^= 3Z(X,Y) 
2 9Y =S'?S 
' V i 7 » ^ U  
 ^^  1_ a^ z(x,Y) 
2! 3X2 Pg.Yg 
? = 9^ Z(X,Y) I 
5 2! 3X3Y |Xg,Y 
and dX = X - Xg 
dY = Y - Yg 
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The parallax function (7.2) becomes with (7.4) 
p(X,Y) = cB/(Zg - Zg - A^ dX - A dY - A dX^  - A.dY^  - A dXdY) (7.6) 
Since the correlation area of the object is small compared to the height 
difference, Z^ -Zg, i.e., 
( dX^  + dY^  )^  « Z^ -Zg 
(7.6) can be approximated by 
p(X,Y) = Pg(l + a^ dX + agdY + a.dX^  + a^ dY^  + a^ dXdY) (7.7) 
where a^  = A^ /(Z^ -Zg) i=l,...,5 (7.8) 
Pg = cB/(Zç,-Zg), the exact point parallax for point S 
Upon substitution of (7.7) into (7.3) the cross-correlation function 
becomes 
// c^ (Ax,Ay) = / I _t (x^ Q+Pg(H-a^ dX+a^ dY+... ) .y^ )^ _t*(x^ g-Ax,y^ g-Ay) -
LxL • dx^ gdy^ Q (7.9) 
where LxL = Finite square shaped correlation area of sidelength L, defined 
by Xgq- %L < x^ o < xgo + %L, - %L ^   ^ygQ + %L , and 
corresponding to an object area of irregular curved X,Y boun­
daries . 
dX,dY = Object coordinate increments which are actually functions of 
the photo coordinate increments dx^ p,dy^ ,^ defined by differ­
entials obtainable from (7.1). Due to the general discussion 
here, the incorporation of these bulky expressions is not nec­
essary, since the entire discussion is based on the Taylor 
'X J 
coefficients and a^ , respectively. In the subsequent sec­
tions, however, the coordinate system interrelations will be 
discussed in detail, as necessary for the digital simulation 
experiment. 
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For the shifts Ax= -p ,Ay=0 the photo positions of the object point 
S 
s overlap exactly. The cross-correlation function (7.9) becomes' for this 
theoretically optimum shift 
LxL 
where p„ = p (a^ dX + a^ dY + a_dX^  + a^ dY^  + a^ dXdY) 
= + Pi2 + Pj3 + P^ 4 + Pt5 (7.U) 
where the p^ ,^ i=l,...,5 are the parallax-displacements 
due to variable terrain elevations inside the correlation 
area LxL. 
Equation (7.10) will be used to discuss the effect of the terrain on 
the correlation-signal, where the theoretically optimum shift, and error-
free parallax is equal to the point-parallax Pg. 
7.2.1. Correlation-signal for horizontal terrain 
For horizontal terrain Z(x,y)=constant, and 
a^  = 0 for i=l,... ,5 
which follows from their definitions (7.5) and (7.8). The auto-correla­
tion function (7.10) thus becomes 
C.(-Ps.O)A J*J -£-^ 2^0"''^ S'^ 20^  - ^ 2^0'^ S'^ 20^  ^ *20*^ 2^0 
LxL 
meaning at shifts ~Pg>0 all image elements inside LxL will be exactly 
superposed, yielding the maximum correlation-signal value possible at the 
correct position. 
* 
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7.2.2. Correlation-signal for uniformly sloping terrain 
For uniformly sloping terrain, all first order partial derivatives 
ne constant values, and the cor 
This yields the correlation-signal 
assum nstants a^ , i - 3 become equal to zero. 
c.(-Pg.O) = J*J*-^ *20'^ s^'^ T^l'^ T^2'^ 20^  - ^*20'^ S'^ 20^ *^20*^ 2^0 
LxL (7.13) 
From the definitions (7.11) it follows that even for the theoretically best 
match only the center of the correlation area LxL, i.e., the photo point 
position of object S, will be superposed on its corresponding point in the 
other stereo area. All other points will suffer increasing relative dis­
placements due to the slope present. These displacements will be in the 
range 
(7.14) 
"Ps^ 2 '"^ "^ max ^  ~ ^ T2 " ^S^ 2 l^ m^ax ' 
where dX , dY = Maximum object coordinate increments around point 
max max 
S, which are included in the correlation area LxL 
Over small correlation areas LxL, these displacements will average to a 
value insignificantly different from zero. Thus a uniform sloping terrain 
hardly reduces the parallax-accuracy. However, the intensity of the cor-
relation-signal peak will be reduced, because 
lç.(-pg,o) [ < !ï(-?gjG)^  ! 
7.2.3. Correlation-signal for rough terrain 
For rough terrain, 
a^  ^  0 for i=l,...,5 
The cross-correlation function has therefore the form (7.10) with the p^ ,^ 
i=l,...,5 defined by (7.11). Inside the area LxL, the parallax-displace-
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merits and p^  ^will be given by (7.14), while the P.^ »^ i=3,4,5 become 
° ' fT3 - fs^ 3 
0 ' PT4 - ''^ L 
-Pga^  IdX^  ^dY^  ^1 - Pfs - l<^ \ax ^ m^ax ^ 
It is seen that p^  ^and p^  ^will not have a zero average over the entire 
area LxL. Thus, rough terrain will displace the correlation-signal peak. 
The intensity of the correlation-signal will be deteriorated more than the 
one for a sloping plane due to the increased dissimilarity of the two ster­
eo areas. 
These theoretical studies show the Importance of using small corre­
lation areas in rough terrain photography, if satisfactory results are to 
be achieved- The following digital experiment will study the impact of 
complex exponentiation on the correlation-signal. 
7.3. Digital Correlation Experiment Description 
The digital correlation experiment was performed with generated den­
sity arrays. First, a fictitious orthographic density function in terms 
of the object coordinates was generated. This function can be interpreted 
as a modified reflectance function of objects on the terrain surface. 
Then this function was used to compute the density arrays in both stereo-
transparencies by using equations (7.1). These generated perspective den­
sity arrays were subsequently used for all cross-correlation computations. 
7.3.1. Generation of a fictitious orthographic density function 
The orthographic density function, D(X,Y), is a function of object 
coordinates X,Y only. When photographed from the terrain surface, it will 
be perspectively distorted due to terrain relief. The displacements of 
the orthographic density values give then a clue as to the terrain-relief 
present. In order to implement the generation of these discrete perspec­
tive density arrays, the function D(X,Y) must be continuous over a suffi-
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ciently large object area, e.g., a square of sidelength W. 
In order to keep the generation of D(X,Y) flexible with respect to 
later imagery resolution, assume the sidelengths W to be divided into in­
crements of W/(w-1) in both the X- and the Y-direction. First, at each of 
2 the w grid-intersections a discrete density value is computed as 
= INT ^ 255 ( 1 - » j=l,...,w; i=l, — ,w 
where R.. = Generated random number between 0 and 1 
D.. = Integer density value between 0 and 255, resulting in a total 
8 
of 256 = 2 possible gray levels. This range simulates an 
ideal high contrast photograph. 
INT = Short hand notation for "Integer part of" 
These D„ are located at object coordinates 
X = X^  + (j-1) W/(w-l) 
ij  ^
Y.. = Y_ + (i-1) W/(w-l) 
13 J-" 
where X^ ,Y^  = Object coordinates of the lower left corner of the WxW ob­
ject area. 
Figure 7.1. shows the discrete density values and their locations in the 
WxW object area. 
A continuous analytical function D(X,Y) was defined as the superposi­
tion of the individual Gaussians 
2 . 2 
-s /a 
D(X,Y)_ = e J (7.15) 
I.e. 
w w _^ 2 
D(X,Y) = 2 (7.16) 
j=l i=l 
where s?. = (X-X..)^ + (Y-Y..)^  
13 13 13 
9 
a" = Constant exponent multiplier 
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D(X,Y) will be used to compute the perspectively distorted density arrays 
later in this chapter. Also, this function provides a smooth transition 
between the discrete density values D.., which is more realistic than a 
2 pure random number field. The constant a was defined by the criteria of 
providing satisfactory overlap of directly neighbored Gaussians, as well 
as having negligible effect on all other areas o-itside the directly neigh­
bored Gaussians. This criterion was expressed as 
where s^  = ^  W/(w-l), half the grid-spacing of neighbored Gaussians 
and resulted with (7.15) in 
|w/(w-l)r 
where log^  denotes the natural logarithm. In summary, the extent of D(X,Y) 
is controlled by the area sidelength W, and its resolution by the number 
2 
of discrete densities, w . 
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Figure 7.1. Discrete orthographic densities D.. inside the object 
area WxW 
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7.3.2. Relationships between orthographic and perspective coordinates 
When D(X,Y) is photographed from two camera stations and as 
shown in figure 7.2., perspective distortions will be introduced, if the 
terrain is not a horizontal plane. It is this perspective displacement 
which gives a clue as to the amount of terrain relief present. In this 
section the projection equations relating a photo point to an object 
point and vice versa will be presented. The case of a uniformly sloping 
terrain plane is discussed first, followed by the treatment of an irreg­
ular terrain function. 
Assume the plane equation to be of the form 
( ÔQ - Ô? ) . n = 0 
where Ô? = Fixed position vector to the object point S of coordinates 
Xg,Yg,Zg and located within the square WxW 
OQ = Variable position vector of components X,Y,Z 
Figure 7.2. Uniformly sloping terrain in the object area WxW 
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ô = Unit normal vector of the sloping plane, having the direction 
cosines given by cosA^ , cosAg, cosA^  
A^  = Angles between n and the Cartesian axes 
The equation of the plane, Z(X,Y)p, is then explicitly given as 
Z<X,Y), . Z3 + (X3-X) + (Y3-Ï) ^ 2 (7.18) 
For the computation of the perspectively distorted orthographic density 
function, i.e., the photo (perspective) density function, the analytical 
relationships (7.1) relating photo coordinates i=l,2 and object 
coordinates X,Y,Z will be applied. When photo coordinates in photo i are 
given, and the corresponding object coordinates desired, (7.1) yields 
equations (7.19) for the two independent variables X,Y 
=i0 a - = V iO cosAt X X^ x . „  -£^ 1 +Y^ x  CO s A, S"iO cosAg '*S iO cosA^  2 -Z„x.„-cX, C"iO 
y ÇOSAl 
iO cosAg I 
y - C i^O cosA: %s?i0 +?syio -Zc^ iO 
(7.19) 
The dependent coordinate Z(X,Y)p can be computed from (7.18), once X and Y 
have been computed from (7.19). 
For the study of the effect of terrain roughness on the cross-correla­
tion operation, assume an irregular terrain function, Z(X,Y), to be defined 
as the superposition of a roughness function, Z(X,Y)^ , on the sloping plane 
Z(X,Y)p. 
Z(X,Y) = Z(X,Y)p + Z(X,Y)% (7.20) 
The roughness function is generated similar to the method described for 
D(X,Y), i.e., 
WW 2^ y^ 2 
Z(X,Y)^  = 2R^  2 2 (Sij-0.5) e (7.21) 
i=l j=l 
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where R.. = Generated random number between 0 and 1 
= Terrain roughness amplitude, in meters 
Thus Z(X,Y) has an average slope equal to that of plane Z(X,Y)p, with ele­
vation changes between plus and minus the terrain roughness amplitude. 
For computing the photo coordinates corresponding to a given object 
point X,Y the same procedure as for a plane applies, where Z(X,Y) now re­
places Z(X,Y)p. The relationships to compute an object point from known 
photo coordinates takes on a more complicated form than (7.19), and becomes 
the problem of solving for the unknowns q,X,Y coupled by the vector-equa-
tion 
OC. + q C.s. = OS 
X XX 
(7.22) 
where q is a scalar multiplier of the photo point vector C^ s^ , and the 
other vector definitions follow directly from figure 7.2. The explicit 
form of (7.22) becomes 
X 
*iO X 
0 + q 
^iO Y 
1 -c Z(X,Y) 
(7.23) 
Since Z(X,Y) is a nonlinear function, (7.23) must be solved by an itera­
tive technique, which will be explained with the help of figure 7.3. The 
first estimate, S', of the exact object point position, S, is obtained by 
computing the intersection of the vector CLs^  with the plane Z(X,Y)p using 
equations (7.19). The coordinates of S' are denoted by X',Y', Z(X',Y')p. 
Next the position of S' with respect to the exact terrain Z(X,Y) is checked 
by computing Z(X',Y') from (7.20). If Z(X',Y')p is less (greater) than 
Z(X',Y'), then the terrain lies above (below) the plane, and the length of 
the vector C^ S must be decreased (increased). The change in vector 
length, S'S", will be a function of the terrain roughness, and must be 
selected such that S" is now located outside (inside) the terrain Z(X,Y). 
Since the exact intersection S of CLs^  with the terrain is now known to be 
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between points S' and S", bisectioning can be readily applied to yield 
the position of S to any desired accuracy. The difference Z(X,Y) minus 
Z(X,Y)p will give a clue for the selection of successive bisection inter­
vals. 
Terrain Z(X,Y) 
Plane Z(X,Y), 
+ Y 
Figure 7.3. Intersection of the photo point vector with the terrain, 
as seen in a vertical plane through C^ ,s^ , and S. 
7.3.3. Generation of the perspective density arrays 
In sections 7.3.1. and 7.3.2. the tools were presented which will be 
used to generate perspective density arrays from a given orthographic den­
sity function. In this digital simulation experiment, different terrain 
slope parameters and can be readily used to yield perspective densi­
ty arrays as photographed for different degrees and orientations of the 
terrain slope. Also, highly irregular (rough) terrain can be simulated 
with an appropriate choice of the terrain roughness amplitude, R^ . Fur­
ther, different stereomodel parameters can be used to study the effect of 
the degree of overlap, or, equivalently, the base to flying height ratio, 
B/Zg. Thus the generation of density arrays is very flexible and can sim­
ulate a large variety of conditions which are encountered in real photo­
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graphy. The procedure employed to generate the density arrays will now 
be described in detail. 
First, a photo point of coordinates X20'^ 20 chosen. Its corre­
sponding object coordinates Xg,Yg are computed from (7.19) for a selected 
set of stereomodel data and terrain parameters for the case of uniformly 
sloping terrain, taking 2^ =0. For rough terrain, equations (7.23) and 
(7.20) would be used to obtain the exact Xg,Yg,Zg coordinates, where the 
planar estimate of Zg, i.e., point S' in figure 7.3., equals zero. In­
sertion of the Xg,Yg,Zg coordinates into (7.1) then yields photo coordi­
nates of the selected point. The theoretical point-parallax be­
comes equal to the difference between the x^ q-X2q coordinates. 
Next, the density arrays in the vicinity of these two photo coordi­
nates > 1=1,2 are generated. In the present experiment, the den­
sity arrays D^ , i=l,2 are assumed to be of square dimensions, i.e., 
°i " Bikj] k=l,...,N. 1=1,2 
j=i,...,nJ 
where d. . = Density array element of the k-th row and j-th column in den-ikj 
sity array i (row and column subscripts increase in positive 
i^O'^ iO directions) 
h = Array element spacing on the photo, in a linear dimension 
= Array dimension 
Figure 7.4. shows array for the case of being odd, where the central 
array element has the subscripts 1 + INT(J$N^ ) and the photo coordinates x 
y^ n" The problem of correlation is to find the portion of a big search ar 
ray which matches a smaller correlation array as well as possible. 
Thus the array dimension must be considerably greater than the array di 
mension N^ . This implies that the location coordinates X^ ,Y^  of the ortho 
graphic density function (7.16) can be computed with consideration of the 
photo coordinates x^ ,^y^  ^of the lower left D^ -element alone, ensuring ap­
propriate location of the orthographic density function D(X,Y) in the ob­
ject coordinate system such that the perspective arrays can be generated. 
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N^ h 
1 ==10 
T+ 
N^ h 
i^O 1 
h INT(i5N.) 
Figure 7.4. Perspective density array D., consisting of N.xN. elements 
of spacings h and centered a^t x^ g'^ iO 
Since X^ ,Y^  is only used as a location parameter for the object area WxW, 
it is irrelevant whether a plane or an irregular terrain is assumed for 
determining its value. Here a plane is chosen. From figure 7.4. the 
photo coordinates are seen to be 
""iL = =10 -h 
I^L = flO -h INTCigNp 
from which object coordinates are computed using equation (7.19). 
From figure 7.4. it follows also that the photo coordinates of each array 
element d., . are eiven bv ik] 
X = X - h INT(^ N.) + h(j-l) 
xkj lO 1 (7.24) 
Yikj = Yio - h INT(JsN^ ) + h(k-l) 
For any type terrain present, the corresponding object coordinates 
Yikj can be computed with the coordinate relationships derived in sec­
tion 7.3.2. The value of the perspectively distorted array element d^ .^  ^
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IS then finally obtained by evaluating (7.16) for these X .,Y. . values, 
ikj ikj 
I.e., computing 
"ikj • 
Thus the entire D^ , i=l,2 array elements are generated. 
7.3.4. Correlation computations 
Once the arrays D^ , i=l,2 have been computed, the correlation opera­
tions can be performed. In order to explain the principle involved, con­
sider figure 7.5. The array elements d.,. are located at photo positions 
X 10 
-T-
1 1 
1 
— — 1^44 ^ 145 4. 1 - 4  
1 1 1 ^^ 134 •^ 135 'iJ. • 
<124 *^ 125 ^126 
1 
LXJ 
1 
i 
20 
10 
• 1 1 1 
2^31 ^^ 232 '2331 
2^21 ^ 222 <223 
'^ 211 *^ 212 <213 
I
J20 
Figure 7.5. Sample search array D (7x7) and correlation array D„ (3x3) 
shown for correlation shifts j=4, k=2. 
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as given by (7.24). The Ax- and Ay-shifts of inside the array be­
come then, as can be verified with figure 7.5. 
Ax = X - X . - ^ :(N -N )h + (j-l)h 
J  ^  ^  ^ (7.25) 
Ay, = -%(N -N )h + (k-l)h 
j = 1,...,N^ -N2+1 
k = 1,...,N^ -N2+1 
Figure 7.5. shows as an example a 7x7 search array and a 3x3 correla­
tion array in the relative shift positions Ax^ = Xj^ Q-X2Q+2h, Ay2= -h. 
For the correlation computations, all the N2XN2 elements d2^ j are 
correlated with those N2XN2 elements d,,^ . which are located in the sub-
array of as defined by the shift coordinates Ax^ ,^Ay^ . For computing 
the digital cross-correlation of complex exponentiated (real-valued) in-
r\j 
puts d^ j^, the constant p in (6.8) is replaced by p, the constant a is 
set equal to zero due to its irrelevance here, the integral operators are 
substituted by double summation, and the correlation area LxL by the cor­
relation array Dg of the equivalent size N2h x #2^ . These operations 
yield as the real and the imaginary part of the correlation function am­
plitude 
fR(4x..Ay.^ )1 k+Sj-l j+N^ -l ("cos 
< > = 2 2 < > (7-2S) 
[s(AK.,ày^ )j v=k u-j 
j = 1,...,N^ -N2+1 
k = i, ... ,Nj^ —«2+1 
and the correlation function intensity array becomes 
KAXj ,Ayk) = [l^ j] (7-27) 
j = 1, .,. ,N^ -N2-1-1 
k - 1,... ,N^ -N2-H 
where 
Ill 
\j " R^ (AXj,Ay%) + S^ (Ax^ ,Ay^ ) (7.28) 
k+N^ -l j+N^ -l 
2 
v=k 
2 
U=j 
COS p( Q 
Ivu 2^,v-kfl,u-i+l ^  
pk+N^ -l j+N^ -1 
2 
_ v=k 
2 
u=j 
sin *^ 2,v-k+l,u-j+l^  
located at Ax.,Ay shifts as defined by (7.25). The optimum shift neces-
3 k 
sary to match the perspective density arrays as well as possible becomes 
then the specific Ax.,Ay, shift values for which I is a maximum. 3 iC iCj 
Similarly, the correlation coefficient, used as standard for compar­
ison, becomes according to its definition (6.1) 
where 
""kj 
i-t J II 1 }kjj 
k+N^ -l j+N^ -l 
T ( d. - d, 
*-» ivu i ... - d„ ) -k-i-1 ,u-j-î-l 2 
v=k U=.i 
pk+N^ -l 
2 
j+N -1 -, 
2 «1VU -
h rk+N^-
2 
-1 j+N^ -l 
2 ^^ 2,v-kfl,u-
_ v=k u=j _ v=k u=j 
(7.29) 
•^1 • 
k+N^ —1 21 
2 
v=k 
2 
U=j 
Ivu 
2^ = 
N, 
k+N^ -l j+Ng-l 
2 
v=k 
2 
U=j 
2,v-k+l,u-j+l 
(7.30) 
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7.3.5. Density array sizes and distortion types used 
The correlation experiment was performed for the three correlation 
array sizes listed in table 7.1., where the search arrays were dimensioned 
to yield all correlation-signal arrays of equal size. The array element 
spacing, h, was taken as 20 iim, a spacing typically used in stereophoto-
grammetric correlation (63), and roughly corresponding to a photographic 
media resolution of 50 lines/mm. 
The arrays D^ , i=l,2 were generated for these stereomodel data: focal 
length c = 153mm, flying height = 1200m, and base to flying height ra­
tios 6/2^ = 0.15 and 0.60, respectively. The two B/Z^  ratios correspond to 
90% and 60% overlap, which represent the desirable overlap for deriving 
orthophotos (24), and the necessary minimum overlap, respectively. All 
density arrays were computed for the photo coordinates *20" ^ 20~ for 
the center of correlation array D^ , while depends on the terrain as­
sumed and the specific B/Z^  ratio, and y^  ^equals ygg. The photo coordinate 
of -80mm corresponds to a photo position near the lower left corner of com­
mon 9x9 inch (228x228mm) photography. At this point, maximum perspective 
(geometric) distortions will be found. The orthographic density function 
was defined by w = 12 discrete densities The sidelength of the object 
area WxW was computed under consideration of the stereomodel data and the 
specific terrain parameters A^ ,^ A^ , i.e., the angles between the terrain 
plane normal and the X and Y-axes, such that the search array of size 
2 0-660x0.660mm had a resolution of approximately fifteen projected val­
ues per millimeter. The three terrain parameter sets A^ , A^  used in the 
experiment were A^ =50° & A2=60°, A^ =120° & A2=115°, and A^ =135° & 4^ =90°, 
which form a representative terrain slope set. The sidelengths of the ob­
ject areas, corresponding to these terrain parameter sets, were approxi­
mated as 6, 7, and 8m, respectively, from the computed shape and size of 
the search array area in the X,Y object coordinate system. 
A total of four correlation cases were used, as listed in table 7.2. 
The terrain roughness amplitude, R^ , was taken as 1.5m, meaning the rough 
terrain deviates between plus and minus 1.5m from the average sloping ter­
rain having parameters A^ , A^  within the object area WxW, where 6 - W -8m. 
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Table 7.1. Array dimensions and areas of the square-arrays used in the 
correlation experiment, for an array element spacing h = ZOym 
Search array 
centered at x^^q'^IO 
Correlation array 
centered at ^ 20'^ 20 
Correlation-signal array 
centered at Ax = x,--x„-
Ay = 0 
Array 
dimension 
Array area 
in ]im^  
Array 
dimension 
Array area 
in nm2 
Array 
dimension 
Array area 
in ym^  
21x21 420x420 5x5 100x100 17x17 340x340 
25x25 500x500 9x9 180x180 17x17 340x340 
33x33 660x660 17x17 340x340 17x17 340x340 
Table 7.2. The density array combinations and distortion types used in the 
correlation experiment 
Geometric distortion 
source 
Image 
noise 
Definition of 
search array 
Definition of 
correlation array 
Uniformly sloping 
plane A^ &Ag (R^ =0) 
None 
(Noise=0) 
Uniformly sloping 
plane A^ &A^  (R^ =0) Noise=25 DgCA^ ,*^ ) + N 
Rough terrain of am­
plitude R^  superposed 
on uniformly sloping 
plane A^ &^A^  (R^ =1.5) 
None 
(Noise=0) 
D (Aj ,A2,R^ ) 
Rough terrain of am­
plitude superposed 
on uniformly sloping 
plane A^ &A^  (R^ =1.5) 
Noise=25 
1^ ^'^ 1 ' ^2 ' ^A^  D^ CA^ .A^ .R^ ) + N 
N = i^ lj • - • j=l,.. . Random noise array 
n^ j = INT(2Noise(l-R^ .)), where Noise = Image noise amplitude, 
and Rj^ j = Computer generated random number between 0 and 1 
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thus represents extremely rough terrain, causing large geometric dis­
tortions in the two density arrays D^ . These arrays serve to study the im­
pact of loss of detail due to dead spaces (objects hidden behind elevated 
areas), as caused by grazing incidence of the perspective ray on the ground 
surface. R^ =0 serves to study the impact of a sloping plane, where no ob­
jects will be hidden but only distorted according to perspective projection 
formulae between two tilted planar objects. 
The image noise array, N, simulates the presence of random noise, as 
it is caused by random atmospheric turbulences during exposure of the pho­
tography or by photographic grain during microdensitometric measurement of 
the density values- Thus the density array correlation will also be stud­
ied with the presence of nongeometric distortions, superposed on the un­
avoidable geometric distortions caused by terrain relief. For the image 
noise amplitude a value of twenty-five density-units was chosen, the entire 
density range being from zero to 255. Thus the noise array elements will 
be in the range -25 to +25, i.e., about one-fifth of the entire density-
range possible. 
The four distortion cases of table 7.2. will be studied for all com­
binations of correlation array sizes as listed in the table 7.1., for the 
two B/Z„ ratios 0.15 and 0.60, and for three representative terrain sit-
uations described by the terrain parameters and A^ . The correlation 
computations will be carried out once for the correlation coefficient, r, 
as standard for comparison, and again for complex exponentiated inputs, 
C.E.I. The correlation coefficient is commonly used as digital correlation 
criterion (60,61,65). 
7.4. Results of the Digital Correlation Experiment 
Figure 7.6. shows a three-dimensional view of sample density arrays 
where the density values are the vertically plotted dependent variables of 
the independent variables x^ ,^ y^  ^i=l,2. The correlation computations for 
the complex exponentiated inputs ( C.E.I.) were performed using (7.28), 
yielding correlation-signal intensities. Since analog systems measure on­
ly intensity rather than amplitude, this is justified. However, in pure-
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33 X 33 search array , centered at x^ g'^ lO 
(square of sidelength 33 x 20um) 
TOru nwwjswvocpwwwi 
17 X 17 correlation array D^ , centered at ^ 20*^ 20' 
17 X 17 central subarray of search array , centered at 
(squares of sidelengths 17 x 20um) 
Figure 7.6. Three-dimensional view of the perspective density arrays 
Pertinent data: B/Z^ = 0.333, ^^ =50°, 
= 0 m, Noise = 0 
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Amplitude Intensity 
2 Figure 7.7. Amplitude, c(Ax,Ay), and intensity, I(Ax,Ay) = c(Ax,Ay) , 
of the cross-correlation function of complex exponen­
tiated inputs in the range zero to unity. 
ly digital correlation, the correlation amplitude might be used as well. 
Therefore, figure 7.7. was included to enable the reader to draw also a 
visual comparison, in addition to knowing one function is the square-root 
of the other. 
A first; mostly qualitative comparison of the complex exponentiated 
input correlation with the correlation coefficient may be made with the 
help of figures 7.8. to 7.11. which show three-dimensional views of cor­
relation-signals for one terrain parameter set A^ , A^ , and all the cases 
described by tables 7.1. and 7.2. It is seen that the peaks are better de­
fined and thus more reliable for the C.E.I, as compared to the correlation 
coefficient, r. In fact, for the cases shown the 9x9 C.E.I, signals ex­
hibit narrower peak width than the 17x17 r-signals, meaning a reduction to 
28% of the correlation area did not deteriorate the reliability of the 
C.E.I, signal. On the contrary, the 9x9 r-signals do not display any re­
liable peak-position at all. Note that the correlation-signal intensities 
and the SNR ratios for C.E.I, are not very seriously affected by image 
noise and/or terrain roughness, if the correlation array is taken as 17x17. 
For this array size, the peak intensity is merely reduced from 0.945 to 
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Correlation coefficient Correlation intensity of the 
 ^ complex exponentiated inputs 
0 - I(Ax,Ay) ^  1 
-1 - r(Ax,Ay) - 1 
5x5 correlation array 
(lOOxIOOym^  correlation a: 
(180x1SOym correlation area) 
17x17 correlation array 
(340x340ym^  correlation area) 
Figure 7.8. Correlation-signals in the shift-coordinate intervals 
-170pm - Ax - (x^ Q-Xgg) ^  170um, -170pm - Ay ^  170um 
for different correlation array sizes and functions. 
Pertinent data: B/Z = 0.15, A = 50° & A = 60°, R.= 0, 
Noise =0. 
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Correlation coefficient Correlation intensity of the 
complex exponentiated inputs 
-1 - r(Ax,Ay) - 1 
0 - l(Ax,Ay) ^  1 
r =0.954 
max max 
5x5 correlation array 
(lOOxlOOuûi- correlation area) 
9x9 correlation array 
fl80xl80)Jm2 correlation area) 
r =0.952 
max 
I =0.849 A 
17x17 correlation array 
(340x340um- co uelat lor. 
figure 7.9. Correlation-signals in the shift-coordinate intervals 
-170ym - Ax - ~ 170um, -170iim Ay - 170ym 
for different correlation array sizes and functions. 
Pertinent data: B/Z = 0.15, A,= 50° & 60°, R.= 0, 
Noise =25. 
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Correlation coefficient 
-1 - r(Ax,Ay) ^  1 
Correlation intensity of the 
complex exponentiated inputs 
0 ^  I (Ax, Ay) ^  1 
r =0.906 
max I =0.721 
max 
5x5 correlation array 
(lOOxlOOum^  correlation area) 
9x9 correlation array 
(180xl80ym^  correlation area) 
17x17 correlation array 
gure 7.10. Correlation-signals in the shift-coordinate intervals 
-170um - Ax - (X^ Q-Xgg) - 170ym, -170pm - Ay ^  170tim 
for different correlation array sizes and functions. 
Pertinent data: B/Z_= 0.15, A,= 50° & A«= 60°, R,= 1.5m, 
Noise =0. 
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Correlation coefficient Correlation intensity of the 
-1 - r(Ax Ay) ^  1 complex exponentiated inputs 
0 «5 I (Ax, Ay) ^  1 
5x5 correlation array 
(lOOxlOOuni^ correlation area) 
9x9 correlation array 
(180xl80um^  correlation area) 
17x17 correlation array 
(340x340ym^  correlation area) 
Figure 7.11. Correlation-signals in the shift-coordinate intervals 
-170ym - Ax - (X^ g-Xgg) - 170vim, -170um - Ay - 170pm 
for different correlation array sizes and functions. 
Pertinent data: B/Z^ = 0.15, A^ = 50° & A^ = 60°, R^ = 1.5m, 
Noise = 25. 
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0.621, while still exhibiting a strong defined peak. 
Tables 7.3. to 7.5. summarize the quantitative results of the corre­
lation experiment for the three different terrain parameter sets 
All correlation-signals of C.E.I, are normalized with respect to the maxi­
mum possible intensity, i.e., for an auto-correlation. The terrain 
parameter set Aj^ = 50° & 60° describes a plane with a X-slope of -48°, 
and a Y-slope of -41°. For the photo point selected, this means the plane 
is sloping towards the optical axis of the aerial camera at station C^ . 
The two other terrain parameter sets used to compile the data of tables 
7.4. and 7.5. define terrain sloping away from the optical axis of C^ , 
thus causing enhanced geometric distortions. 
From tables 7.3. to 7.5. it follows that the type of correlation func­
tion (C.E.I, or r) does not have a great impact on the peak-detection per 
se. However, as evidenced by figures 7.8. to 7.11. the degree of peak-
reliability and peak-definition is superior for complex exponentiated in­
puts. For planes sloping away from the optical axis large B/Z^  ratios 
cause very large peak-position errors and also signal-intensity reductions 
due to the increased dissimilarity of the two stereoareas compared. Since 
photography preferred for orthophoto mapping should have an overlap of 
about 90% (24), or a B/Z^  ratio of about 0.15. the results obtained for 
this ratio will be considered in more detail. 
It is seen, specifically from table 7.5., that small correlation ar­
rays or areas will cause significant parallax-errors, when the geometric 
distortions are large. On the other hand, larger correlation arrays will 
yield good results even in the presence of image noise and/or rough ter­
rain for the B/Z^  ratio 0.15. Table 7.6. summarizes the shapes of the cor­
relation-signals for all three terrain parameter sets for a 17x17 corre­
lation array. The SNR and R^ , i.e., the ratio of peak to secondary peak 
intensity, were obtained from the correlation intensity arrays printed out 
by the computer program written for the correlation experiment. Table 7.6. 
shows that parallax-errors do not exceed 20ym for sloping terrain, and 40vim 
for rough terrain. It is remarkable that all peaks are well defined for 
the 0.15 B/Zç ratio, the minimum SNR being about four. The correlation-sig-
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Table 7.3. Correlation-signal results for the correlation array center 
*20~^ 20~ 3.nd terrain parameters A^ = 50 (X-slope= -48 ) 
and A^ = 60°(Y-slope= -41°) 
& 
Noise B/Z c 
Corre­
lation 
func­
tion 
Correlation array 
17x17 9x9 5x5 
\ % c.f' % % c-f- \ % c-f-
o
 • 
o
 
o
 0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.945 
0 0 0.984 
0 0 0.969 
0 0 0.992 
0 0 0.978 
0 0 0.994 
o
 • 
o
 
o
 
0.60 C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.250 
0 0 0.553 
0 0 0.358 
0 0 0.779 
-160 -120 0.589 
0 0 0.802 
0.0 
& 
25 
0.15 C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.849 
0 0 0.952 
0 0 0.873 
0 0 0.964 
0 0 0.871 
0 0 0.954 
0.60 C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.255 
0 0 0.541 
0 0 0.352 
0 0 0.741 
-120 -100 0.543 
-20 160 0.715 
1.5 
& 
0 
0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.742 
0 0 0.859 
0 0 0.639 
0 0 0.822 
-40 -20 0.721 
0 0 0.906 
0.60 
C.E.I. 
r 
20 0 0.227 
0 0 0.570 
160 0 0.237 
160 -20 0.598 
-20 160 0.345 
0 0 0.586 
& 
25 
0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
Û 0 0.621 
0 0 0.819 
1 o r\ c 1 "7 
U V V • -/ J. / 
0 0 0.795 
-40 -20 0.587 
0 0 0.848 
0.60 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.219 
0 0 0.547 
iéô 0 0.191 
-20 0 0.585 
-20 160 0.276 
-20 0 0.628 
= Terrain roughness amplitude, in meters 
Noise = Image noise amplitude in correlation array 
B/Z^  = Base to flying height ratio 
C.E.I. = Complex exponentiated inputs 
r = Correlation coefficient 
~ Parallax—errors with respect to the point—parallax of the 
•X - y centers of arrays and in ym 
= Correlation peak ordinate, normalized to unity 
V 
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Table 7.4. Correlation-signal results for the correlation array center 
*20~^ 20~ terrain parameters A^ = 120° (X-slope= 33°) 
and A^ = 115°(Y-slope= 29°) 
& 
Noise B/Z c 
Corre­ Correlation array 
lation 
func­
tion 
17x17 9x9 1 5x5 
'fx \ C.P. \ \ c.p. S, % C.p. 
0.0 
& 
0 
0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.343 
0 0 0.589 
-20 40 0.766 
-20 40 0.880 
0 0 0.979 
0 0 0.971 
0.60 C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.133 
0 -60 0.443 
20 20 0.305 
-40 60 0.526 
0 20 0.784 
0 -20 0.893 
0.0 
& 
25 
0.15 C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.333 
0 0 0.575 
-20 40 0.694 
-20 40 0.839 
0 -20 0.913 
0 -20 0.832 
0.60 C.E.I. 
r 
0 0 0.138 
0 -60 0.430 
20 20 0.298 
-40 -60 0.465 
0 20 0.741 
0 20 0.797 
1.5 
& 
0 
0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 -20 0.279 
20 -20 0.543 
0 0 0.294 
20 -40 0.498 
20 -20 0.606 
-40 -40 0.554 
0.60 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 120 0.213 
0 120 0.463 
0 100 0.327 
0 100 0.711 
-20 -80 0.358 
0 60 0.675 
K.3 
& 
25 
1 
0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 -20 0.484 
20 -20 0.506 
0 GO.315 
0 0 0.488 
20 -20 0.572 
20 -20 0.576 
0.60 
C.E.I, 
r • 
0 120 0.203 
0 120 0.461 
0 100 0.325 
0 100 0.706 
-20 -80 0.290 
0 60 0.696 
= Terrain roughness amplitude, in meters 
Noise = Image noise amplitude in correlation array Dg 
B/Z^  = Base to flying height ratio 
C.E.I. = Complex exponentiated inputs 
r = Correlation coefficient 
E » G = Parallax-errors with respect to the point-parallax of the 
X y^ centers of arrays and D^ , in ym 
C.P. = Correlation peak ordinate, normalized to unity 
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Table 7.5. Correlation-signal results for the correlation array center^  
x^ 0~y20~ 9.nd terrain parameters A^ = 135 (X-slope= 45 ) 
and A^ = 90°(Y-slope= 0°) 
& 
Noise B/Z c 
Corre­ Correlation array 
lation 17x17 9x9 5x5 
func­
tion 'Px % C.P. \ % c.p. C.P. 
0.0 
& 
0 
0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
20 -20 0.225 
20 -20 0.488 
-20 20 0.597 
0 0 0.786 
0 0 0.799 
0 0 0.942 
0.60 C.E.I. 
r 
60 -40 0.115 
-140 -60 0.302 
20 0 0.436 
-140 -60 0.801 
0 20 0.638 
0 20 0.939j 
0.0 
& 
25 
0.15 C.E.I. 
r 
20 -20 0.222 
20 -20 0.470 
-20 20 0.541 
0 0 0.753 
0 0 0.753! 
0 0 0.928 
0.60 C.E.I. 
r 
20 160 0.130 
-140 -60 0.307 
20 20 0.415 
-140 -60 0.783 
0 20 0.588 
20 20 0.911 
1.5 
& 
0 
0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 -40 0.180 
-20 -60 0.428 
0 -20 0.291 
0 -40 0.559 
-160 -40 0.717 
-160 -40 0.861 
0.60 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 -120 0.131 
-40 -160 0.337 
160 -60 0.206 
-100 -60 0.440 
-160 40 0.561 
-160 -120 0.625 
1 
1.5 
& 
25 
1 
0.15 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 -40 0.164 
-20 -60 0.434 
U —Z.V 
0 -40 0.525 
-ISO -40 0.675 
-140 -40 0.864 
0.60 
C.E.I. 
r 
0 -120 0.138 
j -40 -160 0.330 
160 -60 0.198 
-160 -140 0.400 
-160 40 0.521 
-160 -120 0.54] 
= Terrain roughness amplitude, in meters 
Noise - Image noise amplitude in correlation array 
B/Z^  = Base to flying height ratio 
C.E.I. = Complex exponentiated inputs 
r = Correlation coefficient 
Ep , E = Parallax-errors with respect to the point-parallax of the 
X y centers of arrays and in pm 
C«P' = Correlation peak ordinate, normalized to unity 
Table 7.6. The variation of the correlation-signal shape with the terrain-parameters and A^  
for the 17x17 correlation arrays of tables 7.1.-7.3. 
-
Aj= 1)0 °(X-slope — —48 120°(X-slope= 33 135°(X-slop e= 45°) 
A^ 
Ag= 60 (Y-slope = -41 2^- 115°(Y-s lope= 29 A2= 90°(Y-slope= 
0°) 
& 
Noise B/Z c SNR iin Mîix SNR R 
s 
Min Max SNR R 
S 
Min Max 
0.0 0.15 20.0 7.05 60 70 5.0 1.95 60 120 7.0 1.28+ 80 90 
& 
0 0.60 3.0 1.87 80 lliO 2.6 1.10 
80 150 2.6 1.06 100 200 
0.0 0.15 20.0 6.90 70 80 4.0 1.79 70 100 4.0 1.25+ 80 90 
& 
25 0.60 3.0 1.85 80 160 3.0 1.04 120 150 2.6 
* 
1.06 140 200 
1.5 0.15 18.0 4.20 60 60 7.0 1.95 80 110 4.5 1.55" 80 100 
& 
0 0.60 3.8 
2.03+ 70 130 2.5 1.80 100 120 4.5 
* 
1.20 80 140 
1.5 0.15 18.0 3.39 70 70 8.0 1. 6</ 90 150 4.0 1.29" 80 100 
& 
25 
0.60 3.0 1.92 90 110 2.5 
* 
1.64 100 120 2.0 1.19 80 120 
A 
Noise 
B/Z 
c 
SNR 
R. = Terrain roughness amplitude, in meters 
R = 
Image noise amplitude In correlation 
array 
Base to flying height ratio 
Signal-to-noise ratio 
Correlation peak intensity over inten­
sity of the secondary peak 
Min = Minimum diameter of the correlation-
signal at ljjjgjj/2, in vim 
Max = Maximum diameter of the correlation-
signal at in ym 
+ = Parallax-error of 20)am 
- = Parallax-error of AOpm 
* = Parallax-error greater than AOym 
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nal sizes at half the peak intensity vary with the degree and type of dis­
tortion present, and range from approximately circular shapes of 60um dia­
meter to ellipse-like shapes of 90vim and 150pm axes, more or less centered 
over the peak-position. Thus they represent narrow well-defined corre-
lation-peaks which could be all positively detected with a threshold detec­
tor set at a threshold intensity of 0.100, as follows from inspection of 
tables 7.3. to 7.5. 
7.5. Conclus ions 
The digital simulation experiment shows that two-dimensional corre-
lation-signals exhibiting narrow well-defined peaks can be obtained by 
complex exponentiation of the input data. Correlation with complex ex­
ponentiated data requires only about 30% of the correlation area that is 
needed to yield correlation coefficients of similar quality. This reduc­
tion in correlation area also means an increase of the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the correlation-signal due to the larger overall similarity of 
the smaller correlation area with the corresponding stereo area in the 
search area. Further it is accompanied by improved p k-position accura­
cy, i.e., parallax-accuracy, due to the averaging of the parallax-computa­
tion over a ssallar sraa. This is of special importance in rough terrain 
photography. 
Although the correlation experiment was carried out with a simulated 
high contrast photograph so there was no low frequency average density 
present, it should be kept in mind that even the presence of such variable 
density levels would not have affected the correlation-signal of complex 
exponentiated data. This was illustrated for the one-dimensional case in 
figures 6.1. and 6.3. as well as shown mathematically. 
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8. ANALOG METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTOUR 
AND ORTHOPHOTO MAPPING 
8.1. Introduction 
At Bendix Research Laboratories, in 1969 the first parallax-profiles 
were obtained with an optical image-matched filter correlator as discussed 
in section 4.3.(11,13,14,15). The correlation-signal detection was car­
ried out with a photo-detector, and the correlation peak coordinates meas­
ured. These parallax-profile data were processed further by digital com­
puters to yield contour maps as final outputs. After the successful dem­
onstration of the applicability of matched filter correlation to photo-
grammetric data processing, a first order two-dimensional optical image-
matched filter correlator, referred to as COMAP, was designed and built by 
MBA Systems (17). The COMAP still requires peak detection by photodetec-
tors, and further digital parallax data processing, since it represents 
only an optical correlator rather than a complete data processing device. 
The parallax accuracies achieved with the COMAP are satisfactory from a 
photogrammetric viewpoint. The basic speed limitations of the COMAP are 
"input scanning, correlation peak detection, and data processing" (44). 
This statement is understood considering the physical problems when imple­
menting the peak dstacticn ::ith huge detector arrays. Further, in the case 
of no correlation the detectors might continue to search for a peak until 
a human operator resets the system. The huge amount of measured parallax 
data to be processed by digital techniques is another serious speed limi­
tation. It is obvious that these factors very severely restrict the per­
formance of the data processing technique as a total. 
In this chapter an analog method will be introduced which should pro­
vide a solution to the limitations of the COMAP system. No peak detection 
with detector arrays are required, nor any digital parallax data process­
ing. The optically computed parallax data is processed simultaneously with 
the input scanning to yield contour maps and orthophotos (19). This tech­
nique is completely open-loop, and thus optimizes system performance of 
the correlator/processing system. 
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8.2. Analog Method for Perspective Contour Mapping 
For the purpose of explaining the principle, assume the schematic of 
the upper portion of figure 8.1. Coherent light passes a vertically ori­
ented narrow sampling aperture, S, and is incident on a portion of trans­
parency _t(x2Q,y2Q). Note that in reality S and _t (x^ .^y^ g) are almost in 
contact. An image-matched filter correlator computes entire parallax-
profiles, displayed in the correlation plane defined by the Ax, Ay axes, 
and having a magnification as discussed in 4.2. A system such as 
the COMAP can generate parallax-profiles by scanning with a square sampling 
aperture in the y^ Q-direction such that the entire yg^ -range is covered. 
Thus a parallax profile is generated for the sampling aper­
ture position X2q=M. Inserting a vertically oriented parallax selection 
slit, P, of appropriate width and length, into the correlation plane, 
will allow only those (magnified) parallaxes to pass which have a paral­
lax corresponding to the offset of P, p^ , with respect to the correlator 
axis. For the position X2q=M, these points are shown as solid triangles 
in the upper portion of figure 8.1. Note that in reality P and the re­
cording medium, R, are almost in physical contact. Keeping the position of 
P fixed, and moving S and R simultaneously as indicated in the lower por­
tion of figure 8.1. results in the optical cosiputaticn cf the parallax-
profile p(x2g=N,y2g) corresponding to the new position X2Q=N of the sam­
pling aperture S, and the selection and recording of those (magnified) 
parallaxes which have a (magnified) parallax p^ . These points are shown 
as solid circles in figure 8.1. Repeating this process over the entire 
XgQ-range results in the selection and recording of all points of trans­
parency t_(x2Q,y2Q) which have a (magnified) parallax p^ . The points form 
lines in transparency t.(*20'^ 20^  which are of constant parallax, p^ , and 
thus constant elevations, Z^ . These lines are referred to as perspective 
contours in transparency ^ (x2Q,y2g). Their elevation can be computed from 
(2.7) as 
Z. = ,r. (8.1) 
 ^ -C L4 
where p^  = Offset of the parallax selection slit P 
Parallax 
selection 
Sampling aperture S Transparency Coherent slit I 
t(*20'y20) optical 
correlator 
with t(x._,y,_) 
V "^ r"-ruo'-'io 
^  ^ as the input K 
Recording 
medium R 
P(*20 '^^ 20^  ^ L4^ L^3 
^^ 20 = ^  
hO 
Figure 8.1. Optical/Mechanical analog method for parallax selection and perspective contour 
recording. Note that S and t.(x2Q,y2Q) as well as P and R are in reality almost 
in contact. 
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p.F^ _/F , = Parallax present in the stereotransparencies i L j j_i4 
Z_ = Flying height 
B = Stereobase 
c = Calibrated focal length of the aerial camera 
These recorded perspective contours have, according to (2.5) and with 
the correlator magnification F^ /^F^ g, the scales 
Si - (8.2) 
The recording of the next contour, is accomplished by moving P 
for Ap to the new offset position p_.=p_.+Ap, and by moving R for that in­
crement, Ap, in the same direction as P. Now, upon repeating the simul­
taneous scanning of S and R, the perspective contour, is traced. 
This procedure is repeated for any desired contours. 
An alternative to the described method would be to increment only the 
parallax selection slit, P, for the recording of the next contour. The 
resulting contour map would then represent perspective contours in trans­
parency _t(Xj^ Q,y^ Q). 
8 . 3 .  Analog Method for Orthographic Contour 
Mapping 
Figure 8.2. shows a schematic of the orthographic (map) contour map­
ping method. The method differs from the perspective method only as far as 
the recording is concerned. 
Perspective contours are displaced along radial lines and have differ­
ent scales as given by (8.2). Therefore, in order to obtain orthographic 
contours of constant scale, S^ , one needs to insert an appropriate imaging 
scaling system between P and R to correct for the different scales. This 
is shown in figure 8.2. Denoting the magnification of this imaging scaling 
system by S^ /S^ , the condition for orthographic recording thus becomes 
(Sq/Si) c/(Zc-Zi) - (8-3) 
Recording 
medium 
Imaging 
scaling 
system 
of magni-Parallax 
selection 
slit P 
20 
20 20 
Coherent 
optical 
correlator 
f ication Sampling 
aperture S 
Transparency 
as the input 
20 
Ax 
N-Ml 
20  
Figure 8.2. Optical/Mechanical analog method for parallax selection and orthographic contour 
mapping. Note that S and are in reality almost in contact. 
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For each specific P setting, p^ , one first computes the corresponding con­
tour elevation, Z^ , from (8.1). Next, the magnification S^ /S^  is computed 
from (8.3), where is a known (chosen) quantity, is the fixed 
parallax magnification of the optical correlator, and c, are stereo-
model parameters. The scaling imaging system is adjusted to this magni­
fication Sg/S^ . Now the scanning operation for the recording of the ortho­
graphic contour Z^  can be carried out, where the imaging scaling system 
must be moved simultaneously with the recording medium. 
A new contour is obtained by setting P to a new position, p^ +Ap-
Now the magnification must be computed for the new elevation, h^ +Ah, and 
the imaging scaling elements accordingly adjusted. Also, the imaging sys­
tem and the recording medium are adjusted to the new F setting by chang­
ing the offset by Ap, as explained in section 8.2. 
8.4. Analog Method for Orthophoto and Stereomat? Recording 
Orthophoto recording is an extension of orthographic contour mapping. 
Inserting a (absorption) replica of transparency ^ (x^ Q.y^ q) scaled by 
F^ /^F^ g appropriately behind the parallax selection slit P, will result in 
the recording of orthographic point positions on the recording medium R, 
exhibiting imagery details as produced by projection through this trans­
parency prior to recording. Choosing contiguous F settings will result in 
recording of a relief and scale-corrected transparency, i.e.. an orthopho-
to. During scanning for a certain P setting, this (absorption) transpar­
ency must be moved simultaneously with the imaging seal? .'.g system and R. 
For each ne;. P setting, the (absorption) transparency, the recording medium 
R, and the imaging scaling system must be incremented togf-her as discussed 
in section 8.3. 
Stereomates, as discussed in section 2.6., can be readily implemented 
by applying a transverse shift to the recording medium, computed as the 
(scaled) artificial parallax, p^ , according to equation (2.8). This shift 
is changed for each new parallax-setting of P, and thus yields orthographic 
image-elements which are artificially displaced in the x-direction. 
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8.5. Electronic Analog of the Contouring 
and Orthophoto Mapping Process 
Once the optical correlator can generate parallax-profiles, an elec­
tronic analog of the mechanical/optical system described above in csc'cion^  
8.2. to 8.4. can be implemented (19). One such implementation is illus­
trated in block diagram form in figure 8.3. 
A sampling aperture S or its electronic equivalent is assumed to 
pass in front of the stereotransparency _t(x2gjy2Q)- A television type 
parallax scan camera scans only a ygg-direction scan line corresponding to 
the position of the parallax selection slit P in figure 8.1. The parallax 
scan camera makes a great many scans per transit of S. A photoroap camera 
is focused on stereotransparency t/x^ g/y^ g). Its y^ Q-direction deflec­
tion is slaved to the y-position of the parallax scan camera. Itc- Xgg-
direction deflection is slaved to the sum of the instantaneous x-.,-posi-
tion of S and the x-position of the selected parallax scan line. The swe=p 
raster system of the perspective display device is slaved directly to the 
raster scan of the photomap camera. The sweep raster system of the ortho­
graphic display device also is directly slaved to the raster scan of the 
photomap camera but through a variable gain system which provides an elec­
tronic means co achieve the equivalent of the variable optical magnifica­
tion needed to correct from perspective to orthophoto map coordinates. 
For a given parallax, whenever the scan of the parallax scan camera 
crosses a parallax profile, the photomap camera is gated on during the in­
terval of crossing. The perspective contours on stereotransparency 
— ^ l^O'^ lO^  corresponding to the chosen parallax thus are displayed on the 
perspective display device as S moves through its range. The image 
ments at that elevation and positions are superimposed on these contours. 
Similarly, orthographic contours corresponding to that chosen parallax will 
be superimposed on the orthographic display device with the image elements 
along the elevation contours, but in correct planimetric positions. If 
stereotransparency (^x^ '^^ 10^  which is in front of the photomap camera is 
replaced by an illuminated screen or its internal electronic equivalent, 
only a contour display will be presented on the two display devices. 
Raster scan Orthographic 
amplifier display/recording 
device 
Photomap 
camera 
Transparency 
Perspective 
display/recording 
device 
Transparency Sampling 
aperture S 
Parallax scan 
camera 
 ^ Coherent \ 
\yoptical 
correlator 
Parallax-profile 
displayed in the 
correlation plane 
is input) 
Figure 8.3. Electronic analog apparatus for orthophoto and contour mapping (schematic). 
Note that S and t/x^ Qiygg) are in reality almost in contact. 
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After one contour has been displayed, and recorded, as appropriate, 
the parallax scan camera can be set for a new parallax line and the rou­
tine repeated. If a good orthophoto is desired, it is obvious that the 
parallax scan must be small and contiguous. If an orthocontour map is de­
sired one needs only to replace electronically the stereotransparency 
_t(Xj^ Q,yjQ) with the equivalent of an illuminated screen for desired con­
tours. Automatic operation of such a system is readily achievable. 
The above discussion represents one electronic analog of the optical 
system. The most obvious alternate implementation is to have the parallax 
scan camera move the parallax scan line in appropriate increments across 
the correlation plane and to display and/or record segments of the corre­
sponding contours and/or photomaps. This can be accomplished for one po­
sition of S, which can then be incremented to a new position and the proc­
ess repeated until the entire region of overlap of the two stereotrans-
parencies has been covered. 
Since the system is open-loop, failure to recognize a correlation may 
result in blank spots in the maps but the system will not suffer a failure 
or stop. The alternative or supplemental electronic system also offers ad­
vantages over the purely optical system inasmuch as pulse shaping and 
variable gain techniques can readily be applied to compensate for weak and 
varying light levels at different points in che operation. 
8.6. Analog Apparatus Experiment 
In order to test the contour mapping techniques, a test model was 
built and a vertical pair of stereotransparencies of it photographed. Fig­
ure 8.4. shows the test model, consisting of a pyramid and a cone. The 
stereo pair data are = 1291 mm, B = 264 mm, c = 52 mm, and the model-el­
evations, Z, range from 0 to 153 mm with respect to the datum plane. 
Due to the unavailability of high-quality lenses, resort was finally 
taken to the generation of parallax-profiles by the computer and a high-
level plotting instrument. A total of 66 profiles were computed with the 
sampling rate being three times as large in the conical region as compared 
to the pyramid region. The profile-plots were photographed on high con-
Figure 8.4. Stereophotos of the test model consisting of 
a cone and a pyramid 
Figure 8.5. Apparatus used in the analog method simulation 
experiment (cover and parallax selection slit 
removed) 
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trast 16mm movie film using an animation stand and camera (where the Xgg" 
axis is vertical on replay). Reference-marks on the profile-plots served 
to properly align all plots relative to each other, i.e., with respect to 
a common y-direction and reference parallax p(Z=0). After film processing, 
the profiles were projected as bright lines with uniformly black surround­
ings onto high contrast photographic paper fixed on a vertically movable 
carriage, shown in figure 8.5. This carriage simulated the movable record­
ing device, while the film-replay simulated consecutively optically com­
puted parallax-profiles at 66 discrete positions of the sampling aperture S 
discussed previously. 
For the recording of the perspective contour a (horizontal) paral­
lax-selection slit was fixed on the frame in which the carriage slides. 
Thus, only projected parallaxes p^  passed and exposed the paper at discrete 
points. Replaying all the profiles in succession and applying carriage-
position changes corresponding to the change in x^ g for the magnification 
of the projection system present prior to exposure of each next profile, 
resulted in the latent images of discrete perspective contour points on 
the photographic paper. 
For the recording of perspective contour the shift - P^  
was applied to the carriage. Positioning the parallax-selection slit such 
that only the parallaxes p^ ^^  could pass and repetition of the recording 
procedure resulted in perspective contour Z^ ^^  being recorded. This was 
repeated for all contours in the range 25 - Z - 125 mm, and resulted in the 
perspective contour map shown in figure 8.6. By comparing figures 8.6. and 
2-3. it is seen that this recording technique yields contours as predicted 
from theory. For the conical region these contours are radially outward 
displaced circles of different scales. 
A negative transparency of this perspective contour map was obtained, 
and then each perspective contour was individually projected onto photo­
graphic paper by masking off the other contours. The position of the pro­
jector was adjusted for each contour such that all perspective contours 
were converted to orthographic contours of common scale S^ . The resulting 
orthographic contour map is shown in figure 8.7. Comparing figure 8.7. 
Figure 8.6. Perspective contours in stereophoto 2 for elevations 
25, 50, 75, 100, and 125imn 
Figure 8.7. Orthographie (laap) contours at common scale S^ - c/Z^  
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with figure 2.3. shows that the conical contours are concentric circles 
as predicted from theory. 
8.7. Conclusions 
The described analog techniques for producing contour maps and or­
thophotos have unique advantages over existing methods. No detector ar­
rays are necessary for peak detection, and none of the commonly encoun­
tered difficulties such as weakly defined peaks, ending contours, or 
cliff-type contours affect system operation. Due to the open-loop prop­
erty of the analog technique, failure to recognize correlation, or non­
existence of correlation, aay result in blank spots or discontinuous con­
tours, but the system will not suffer a failure or stop. The electronic 
analog offers advantages over the optical/mechanical system, the most im­
portant ones being the easily implementable compensation for varying light 
levels for the orthophoto production, and the reliable, fast recording 
with electronic display/recording devices. 
The described analog method is capable of contour and orthophoto 
mapping with a yet unknown speed due to its simultaneous input scanning, 
parallax selection, and parallax processing. Orthophoto mapping is pro­
ducing a revolution in cartography due to lower costs and shorter map cy­
cles (29). Coupled with brighter parallax-profiles by the use of complex 
exponentiated stereophotos, this analog method can be expected to become 
a subject of special interest, once fully implemented. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
9.1. Summary and Conclusions 
In this dissertation solutions are proposed for most of the basic 
limitations encountered in optical matched filter correlation of ordinary 
absorption stereotransparencies. Analog complex exponentiation of absorp­
tion inputs, i.e., bleaching of real-valued optical densities to yield 
phased transparencies, is analyzed as a nonlinear pre-processing technique 
to yield improved correlation-signals. A theoretical approach is developed 
and experimentally verified which yields the complex exponentiation con­
stants for a planar phase diffraction grating. An analysis of the results 
of a digital correlation experiment using complex exponentiated inputs in­
dicate that extremely reliable, high intensity correlation-signals with 
narrow well-defined peaks can be obtained. From these results it follows 
that the product of the density range in the unbleached absorption input 
and the phasing constant must be equal to about four in order to optimize 
resulting correlation-signals. The digital experiment also indicates that 
about one-tenth of the correlation area necessary for correlation of ab­
sorption inputs will be adequate for correlation-signals when complex ex­
ponentiated inputs are used. This means that an increase in peak-position 
accuracy, hsnca also parallax-accuracy, will be obr^ rlned due to tl.s aver­
aging of the parallax computation over a smaller aî a. 
A disadvantage of analog complex exponentiation is that of necessary 
pre-processing of the absorption transparencies to yield the required den­
sity range prior to bleaching. The phase effects caused by the surface-re­
lief of the bleached emulsion are nonlinear with the spatial frequency of 
the input. This necessitates the use of a liquid gate filled with a re­
fractive index matching fluid in order to eliminate all these phase dis­
tort ions. 
Further processing of the correlation-signals, i.e., the parallax-data, 
by the proposed analog method for contour, orthophoto, and stereomate 
mapping provides an effective means for stereophotogrammetric data extrac­
tion. The simultaneous operations of input sampling (scanning), optical 
parallax-computing, and photogrammetric parallax-processing form a very 
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fast analog computing system. 
A disadvantage of this approach is that it requires truly vertical or 
rectified stereotransparencies as inputs. Further, optical correlator sys­
tems in practical use will require the generation of the matched filter in 
near real-time. This means the time-consuming photographic matched filter 
recording, i.e., the hologram making, must be replaced by a presently un­
available high resolution real-time optical storage medium in order to com­
pete with other automated stereoplotters. 
The purely digital implementation of complex exponentiation is the 
mathematical mapping of an originally real-valued function into a complex-
valued function. The cross-correlation function of these complex exponen­
tiated data combines several properties generally considered to be ideal 
for a correlation function. There is no degradation of the correlation-
signal due to different bias levels of the two functions correlated. This 
implies that data enhancements such as high-band pass or Laplacian filter­
ing are not required. Further, the auto-correlation function becomes prac­
tically a spike function, being nonzero only at the match position. The 
cross-correlation function exhibits also spiked shapes, if an appropriately 
determined exponentiation (mapping) parameter, as discussed, is used. Well 
defined peak-detections are made possible. The digital correlation experi­
ment was conducted to compare correlation of complex exponentiated data 
with the widely used correlation coefficient as a standard for comparison. 
The results show that correlation of complex exponentiated data requires 
only about one-third of the correlation area that is needed to yield corre­
lation coefficients of similar quality. This means lower computation costs 
and increased accuracy due to correlating over a smaller area, of special 
importance for the correlation of rough terrain stsrscphotography. 
9.2. Recommendations 
Research for the applicability of nonvertical photography as direct 
inputs in a modified optical processing system is proposed. The analog 
technique and the analog complex exponentiation approach which are proposed 
and analyzed herein appear to be of great impact on optical system perform­
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ance. Breadboard modeling such an analog apparatus and physical imple­
mentation of the cross-correlation of complex exponentiated stereotrans-
parencies should be carried out using a first order optical correlator. 
It io possible that further experimentation will lead to improved con­
cepts and/or input pre-processing techniques that would yield even better 
system performance. 
Considering all the properties of the cross-correlation function of 
complex exponentiated daua, future use of this technique for digital cor­
relation computations is strongly suggested. Fields for real-world data 
testing range from one-dimensional correlations as employed, e.g., for 
seismic reflection records, or radio astronomy data, to two-dimensional 
correlations as employed in digital stereophotogrammetry and general 
change detection analyses of remotely sensed data. 
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12. APPENDIX A: BASIC FOURIER TRANSFORM THEORY 
12.1. Analogy to Fourier Series 
A periodic disturbance d(x) of repetition frequency and period 1/f^  
can be represented by the Fourier series 
d(x) = %A +  ^[A cos(2TTnf x) + B sin(2TTnf x)] (A.l) 
o n o n o 
n=l 
i.e., by an average component plus sine and cosine components of frequen­
cies that are integer multiples of f^ . The amplitudes A^  and can be 
determined from the detail of d(x) to be 
cos(2TTnf x) 
dx (A.2) 
/ ' A  >  /\ r ^ r ;  ^
{ "]= 2f / d(x) ( ° [ 
B  ^sin(2nnf x) 
1/f ° 
o 
Using Euler's relationship e = cos a ± j sin a, where j = (-1) , 
equation (A.l) can be written in complex number notation as 
I [ 
Since it follows from the definition of the coefficients A and B that 
n n 
A = A and B = -B , (A.3) can be compacted into 
-n n -n n 
d(x) = 2 - jB^ ) (A.4) 
n=—°° 
The complex number D =^ s(A - IB ) is defined as 
—n n  ^n 
= f^  d(x) e (A.5) 
1/f 
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A Fourier transform is merely the extension of a Fourier series 
to a nonrepetitive disturbance. The period of d(x) thus approaches 
infinity, and the discrete frequencies f^  = nf^  and also change into 
continuous functions f and D(f ). Also there is no reason the disturb-
X — X 
ance d(x) need be a real function so hereafter it will be replaced by 
the complex-valued disturbance ^ (x). Substituting the summation by 
integration and thus D by D(f )df , results in 
—n — X X 
d(x) = y D 
j27rf X 
(f ) e df (A.6) 
— X X 
and 
-j2lTxf, 
D(f ) = J d(x) e  ^dx (A.7) 
— 00 
Equations (A.6) and (A. 7) are said to form a Fourier transform pair anal­
ogous to the Fourier series pair (A.4) and (A.5). The Fourier trans­
form decomposes a given function into its exponential components. In op­
tics, the space-domain representation ^ (x) specifies the complex-valued 
amplitude as a function of position x, while the spatial frequency domain 
representation D(f„) specifies the relative amplitudes and phases of the 
spatial frequency components of the space-domain function ^ (x). Generally 
the function ^ (f^ ) will be complex, i.e., of the form 
D(fx) = RCf^ .) + j 
where 
R(f_) = Real part of D(f^ ) 
S(f^ ) = Imaginary part of 
Therefore, the equivalent expression 
D(fJ = |D(fj| 
can be used, where 
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D(f ) 1 = [ R(f + S(f )" , the magnitude of D(f^) 
^(f^) = tan ^  [ S(f^)/R(f^) ] , the phase of D(f^) 
12.2. The Two-dimensional Fourier Transform Pair 
It is a simple matter to extend this concept to two dimensions. In 
the case of the complex-valued function ^ (x-y) the Fourier transform 
pair is defined as 
CO 
D(f^ ,f..) = F{d(x,y)} = ff d(K,y) e j27r(f^ x+ f^ y) ^ xdy (A.8) 
 ^ —00 
00 
d(x,y) = F"^ {D(f^ ,f^ )} = f f D(f^ ,fy) gi^ wCxf^ +yf^ ) (A.9) 
where f^ , f^  denote the spatial frequencies in the Fourier transform 
domain with units of cycles per linear dimension and where F and F  ^
indicate the direct and inverse Fourier transform operations. 
12.3. Fourier Transform Theorems 
If F{d(x,y)} = D(f^ ,fy) and F{£(x,y)} = G(f^ ,f^ ) then these 
theorems hold: 
Linearity theorem: 
Ft a d(x,y) + 3 &(x,y)} = a D(f^ ,fy 4- S (A. 10) 
where and are complex constants. 
Similarity theorem: 
F{d(ax,by)} = y^-j- D(f^ /a,fyb) (A,11) 
Shift theorem: 
F{^ (x-a,y-b)} = D(f^ ,f^ ) e ~y^  ^ (A.12) 
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Correlation theorem: 
The correlation of functions ^ (x,y) and £.(x,y) is defined as 
c(Ax,Ay) = d(x,y) ^  £.(x,y) 
_ - * 
= J r (^x,y) ^(x-Ax,y-Ay) dxdy 
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. 
Then these theorems hold: 
d(x,y) ^  &(z,y) = D(f^ ,fy) G(f^ ,fy)*} (A.13) 
D(f^ ,f ) -^ G^Cf^ .f ) = F { d_(x,y) &(x,y)*} (A.14) 
12.4. Frequently used Functions 
r m at x=a,y=b ^ 00 3^^ XP3.%y^C 
Birac delta function: ô(x-a,y-b) ={ g otherwise 
Properties: 6(ax,by) = i ^ i  6 ( x , y )  -  T^ T ^ (x) -<5(y) 
(A.15) 
d(u,v) ô(x-u,y-v) dudv = ^ (x,y) 
1 |x I îga 
Rectangle function: rect(x/a) = / |x j = %a (A. 16) 
to Ix ! > Jja 
1 X > 0 
Sign function: sgn(x) = ^  0 x = 0 (A.17) 
_-l X < 0 
r < a 
Circular function: circ(r/a) =  ^h r = a (A.18) 
0 r > a , 2. 2.% 
where r = v.x fy ) 
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12.5. Frequently used Fourier Transform Pairs 
F {ô(x/a,y/b)} = ab (A.19) 
sinCiTaf ) 
F {rect(x/a)} = —— = a sinc(af^ ) (A.20) 
X 
F {sgn (x)} = —— (A.21) 
X 
F (A.22) 
F {ejZnx/a} = * _ i/a) (A.23) 
a J (2irap) , y  ^
F {circ r/a)} = ^ ; P = (f^  ^+fy ) (A.24) 
where denotes a Bessel function of 
first kind and order one 
F . ,2 (A.25) 
F {cos Trax } = 5^(f^  + ^ a) + %6(f^  - %a) (A.26) 
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13. APPENDIX B: CALIBRATION OF THE PHOTODIODE LIGHT SENSOR 
The Spectra Physics He-Ne photometer measures powers down to lOyW. 
This is not sufficient for the matched filter generation measurements, 
where powers as small as O.lyW are frequently encountered. 
Therefore, a light sensor using a state-of-the-art silicon photo-
diode-operational amplifier integrated circuit (Bell & Howell 529-2-1) 
was built by the Engineering Research Institute Electronic Shop. As the 
photodiode active sensing region is a 1mm diameter circle, a foil mask 
with a 0.6mm diameter pinhole was positioned immediately in front of the 
sensor (due to physical limitations, the pinhole is actually 1.6mm in 
front of the sensor). This sensor converts incident radiometric optical 
power (down to 10 ^ yW) into linearly related electronic power (current or 
voltage). The instrumental readout as provided by the Electronic Shop is 
in terms o^  voltage in the range ImV to lOV. 
The calibration serves two purposes. First, it checks the degree of 
linearity of the photodiode and secondly, it relates voltage to intensity, 
necessary for computing correct exposure times. A spatial filter was 
used as a point source which provided a diverging spherical wave. At a 
distance r^  from the point source, the beam intensity, I(r^ ), was meas­
ured using the He-Ne powermeter. Ac a sec of distances r zr^  the vol­
tages, V(r), were then measured with the photodiode. For perfect behav­
ior, V(r) should be inversely proportional to the square of the distance, 
r. A least squares fit to the experimental data resulted in the equation 
V(r) = K 
where K = Proportionality constant , 
which shows only insignificant deviation of the photodiode from an exact 
inverse square behavior. The discrete experimental data are shown in 
figure B.l. on log-log paper. Computing the beam intensities, I(r), as 
I(r) = I(r ) r^ /r^  
o o 
a relationship between voltage and intensity was found as the least 
squares line 
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Figure B.l. 
Voltage, V, Volts 
Relationships between the voltage and the intensity for 
the photodiode light sensor 
I = 12.8 V 
-2 
where I = Intensity, in nWcm 
V = Voltage (bias removed), in Volts 
(B.l) 
Note that changes of the position of the foil mask will affect the 
size of the detection area, and thus the proportionality constant of (B.l). 
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14. APPENDIX C: CALIBRATION OF KODAK HOLOGRAPHIC PLATE 120-02 
Exposure was made with a He-Ne laser, which was spatially filtered 
and then expanded into a collimated beam. Its uniform beam intensity, I^ , 
was measured as the power incident on an aperture of known area, using a 
Spectra Physics powermeter. On one plate 120-02 the Kodak density step 
tablet No. lA was contact-copied by exposure in the collimated beam. The 
variable exposure, E(x), incident on the emulsion was thus 
l(x) = Tj. 
T = Constant exposure time £ 
T^ (^x) = Intensity transmittance of the step tablet 
The intensity transmittance of the plate after processing, x(x), 
and also were determined with a highly sensitive light sensor by 
measuring incident and transmitted intensities. The optical density was 
then computed as 
_ X Transmitted intensity x 
°®10 Incident intensity 
The optical density represents specular density, and not diffuse density 
due to the snail angle of collection during measurement. For the fine­
grained emulsion used, however, the difference between diffuse and specu­
lar density can be assumed to be negligibly small (66). 
Figures C.l. and C.2. show the experimentally determined H-D and t-E 
curves valid for the following used processing procedure: 
5 min in Kodak D-19 developer at 21^ 0 
30 sec rinse in water 
5 min in Kodak Fixer at 21"C 
30 sec rinse in vater 
15 sec in Hypo Clearing Agent 
30 sec rinse in water 
1 min Kodak Foto-Flo 
Dry in air 
The pale green residual dye stain which the 120-02 emulsion exhibits after 
processing cannot be effectively removed by using a methanol bath as com­
mon for the Kodak 649F emulsion. 
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Figure C.l. Experimentally determined H-D curve for Kodak Holo­
graphic Plate 120-02 
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Figure C.2. Experimentally determined t-E curve for Kodak Holo­
graphic Plate 120-02 
